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The purpose of the study was to examine the leadership
characteristic of principals in elementary education as it related
to Hersey and Blanchard's Situational Leadership Theory.

The basis

of this theory was that the leader's (principal's) effectiveness
resulted from the adaptability of leadership styles to the follower's
(teacher's) task-relevant maturity.
The study investigated the basis premise of Situational
Leadership Theory by examining the following three areas:

(1) Do

teachers differ from principals self-identification of basic
leadership style, (2) Do principals utilize more than one leadership style in dealing with teachers following Situational Leadership
training, and (3) What extent does training in Situational Leadership effectiveness have.

Twelve specific null hypotheses were stated

to test these three areas.
The sample consisted of eleven elementary school principals and
forty teachers.

The data was collected using the LEAD questionnaire

and structured follow-up interviews.

The study compared two sets of

data from principals over two treatment periods, six months following
initial training and three years later.

The results suggested that principals do increase their basic
leadership styles as a result of training.

The principals and

teachers indicated there was not an increase in the number of
leadership styles exhibited by the principals during any stage of
the study.

However, the principals and teachers did indicate an

increase for principals in their leadership effectiveness.
Situational Leadership Theory directly addresses the major
leadership behaviors required in educational leadership positions
today.

This study indicated areas of growth and common recognition

of leadership style over time.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The roles Jf today's school p1:incipal are diverse.

The

principBl is called upon tc be instructi0nal leader, business
administrator, manager, and human relations specialist (Morris et
al., 1982).

The impact of these demands is particularly significant

in light of conclusions from many recent studies identifying the
principal as the essential change agent in the schools (Wyant et al.,

1980). Identification of the principal's characteristics and behavior
which lead to effectiveness in these roles is imperative, but the
researchers have confronted a problem in pursuing these studies.

It

seems tbat initially it has been very difficult to decide whether the
management process should be

vL~wed

as essentially constant:. or as a

variable and contingent upon the nature of the situation.

However

assessed or viewed, the fact still rerr.ains that schools and their
principals <lo incieed make a positive difference in the academic
achi~vement

of

stude~ts.

In f8ct, in one third of the effective

schocling studies examined, Shoemaker (1981) stated that, " ..• leadersh::.p st:-r'!.e and leader attitudes were essential factors contribut:i. ng
to St;.ccessful schooling'' (p. 178).
One study in particular, which was a combined effort by the
Lily Endowment and Phi Delta Kappan (Shoemaker, 1981), studied eight
exceptional sctocls. It was noted that effective leadership was able
1

2

to accomplish rr:ore goals and objecti.ves, set standards of performance, (;reate a productive working
support.

~nvironment,

and obtain needed

I: was clear that leaders must initiate, motivate and

support improvement throughout the school.

This process of

directing, influencing, and motivating subordinates has been studied
for many 1ears in both education and business administration.
Research in the area of educational administration was initially oriented to current field practices without a definite
theoretical base.

It was only in the 195G's and 1960's that the

literature began to indicate application of existing social science
theories of group behavior and leadership to the field of educational
administration.

For many years the study of leadership focused on

leadership traits, which stated "that personal qualities such as
intelligence and physical energy were necessary for potential leaders
to possess" (Filley et al., 1976, p. 213). This appr.:>ach implied c:hat
there was little value in training people for leadership, but great
value in identifying traits with which to choose potential leaders.
The research using the trait approach apparently did not yield a
particular personality trait or set of traits characteristic for
producing successful leaders (Finch et al., 1976).
As emphasis on environmental factors became more prevalent in
the psychological and sociological research of the 1940's and 1950's,
a

behavioral approach to leadership theory evolved.

Leadership was

considered to be cetermined by external factors such as the requirements of social systems (Halpin 1966).

With th2 emphasis on the

3

environment and behavior came the belief that most ?eople could
increase their leadership

effec~iveness

through training.

Benziger

(1981) stated that "both psychologists and sociologists had substi-

tuted a strictly situational approach for the then questionable
analyses of personal traits" (p. 60).

Also Eugene E. Jennings

concluded that in fifty years of study '' ... no single personality
trait or set of qualities could be isolated to distinguish leaders
from nonleaders" (Jennings, 196J, p. 54).
Many leadersbip theorists proposed that effectiveness was the
result of the interaction between individuals and their env1.ronmental
factors.

Such theorists include:

Blake and Mouton (1964), Halpin

(1965), Fiedler (1967), Likert (1961), and Reddin (1970).

Situa-

tional Leadership Theory, proposed by Hersey and Blanchard (1982),
was one of the more recent theories of this type.
Leader behavior, in most of the interaction theories, consists
of

t~o

dimensions:

task behavior and relationship behavior.

This

premise was initially proposed by leadership studies at Obie State
Universitv under the tenns initiating structure and consideration.
Initizting structure or task behavior was defined

3S

the leader's

behavior i:i delineP.ting the relationship between himself and members
cf the work group and in endeavoring to establish well-defined
patterns of organization, channels of communication, and methods cf
proceciures.

Consideration or relationship behavior was definad as

t,

behavicr. indicative of friendship, mutual trust, respect, and wannth
in the relationship between the leader and members of his staff
(Halpin, 1965).
Leadership studies before those of Ohio State had proposed a
linear

relations~ip

between task and relationship behavior.

State studies presented a model of leader behavior
1 inear in nature.

~1ich

The Ohio

was curvi-

The matrix defined four leadership styles:

one

which was high on initiating structure, one which was high on consideration, one which was high on both dimensions, and one which was
low on both dimensions (figure 1).

These dimensions of leadership

including structure and consideration were thought of as separate and
distinct dimensions, such that a high degree of one quality did not
necessitate a low degree of the other.

The behavior of the

could be described as any mix of both dimensions.

lead~r

Research with the

Ohio State Model has not been able to find a single style which is
most effective (Porter et al., 1975).
Situational theories accepted the premise that no one style was
the bast.
situations.

Each situational theory defined a range of styles and
One of these theories was Situational Leadership theory,

which was an outgrowth of the Ohio State Model.

The focus in the

situational approach to leadership was on observed behavior (Hersey
and Blanchard, 1982).

The emphasis was on the behavior of leaders

and their group members, or followers, and various situations.

More

encouragement was given to the possibility of training individuals in
adapting styles of leader behavior to varying situations.
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Influenced by the work of William Reddin (1970), Situati0nal
-ship Theory went beyond the Ohio State Model by adding ef fec-

Lea d e~

.
es~ as a ~hird dimension of the model.
tiven~
-

This dimension was used

to demonstrate that any leadership style can be used effectively or
ineffectively depending upon the situation in which a leader used it.
Situational Leadership Theory not only suggested the most

~ppropriate

leadership styles in a given situation, but also indicated other
probable successful styles according to their proximity to each other
00

the model.

This probable

succ~ssful

style was called leader

effectiveness, which was the degree to which the leader's style
matched the follower's maturity, as a third dimension of leadership
behavior.

The mode was initially termed the Tri-Dimensional

Leadership Medel, and was later incorporated into Situational
Leadership Theory (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).
Situational Leadership Theory then added a situational variable
whic~

Hersey and Blanchard contended could be used to diagnose apprc-

priate leader behavior.

This variable was task-relevant maturity.

Maturity was depicted as a continuum ranging from immaturity to
maturity, judged in terms of three basic components:

the capacity to

set high but attainable goals, the willingness to accept responsibility, and the degree of experience and education (Hersey &
Blanchard, 1982).

As the level of maturity of the followers

increased, the leader began to reduce his/her task-oriented behavior
and increase his/her relationship behavior.

However, when maturity

reached the highest level, both relationship and task behavior would

7

. .

~

be minl.lni.zec.

In essence, Situational Leadership Theory said that an

effective leader should have a range of leadership styles and should
adapt his/her behavior to the task-relevant maturity of his/her
subordinates.

The Center for Leadership Studies produced the Leader

Effectiveness and Adaptability Description (LEAD) instrument designed
to measure perception of leadership style and to provide feedback
regarding the diagnostic skills of a leader.
Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the Situational
Leadership Theory as developed by Hersey and Blanchard in a school
setting.

The basis of this theory was that the leader's effec-

tiveness resulted from the adaptability cf leadership styles to the
fol lower' s task-relevant maturity.

In Hersey and Blanchard's terms,

the principal's success depended upon the ability of the individual
to adjust his or her leadership style to match the maturity cf the
teachers for that particular situation or task.
This study investigated the basic premise of Situational
Leadership Theory by exploring the following three questions:
Question 1:

Do teachers'

identi~ication

differ from

principals' self-identification of basic leadership style?
The following null hypotheses were formula:ed to test
question 1:

l.

There is no significant difference
identification of the

betwee~

prin~ipal's

the teacbers'

basic leadership

style before and after situational leadership training after six
months between pretest and posttest.
2.

There is no significant difference

~etween

the teachers'

and principals' identification of the p=incipal's basic leadership
style before and after situational leadership training after three
years between pretest and posttest.
Question 2:
in

De leaders utilize more than one leadership style

dealing with his/her followers with Situational Leadership

training?
The following hypotheses were developed to test question 2:
1.

There is no significant difference in the principals'

identification cf the number of leadership styles exhibited before
and after

si~uational

leadership training afte= six months between

pretest and posttest.
2.

There is

00

significant

differenc~

in the principals'

identification of the number of leadership styles exhibited before
and after

sit~ational

leadership training after three years between

pretest and posttest.
3.

There is no significant difference in the teachers'

idcnt~fication

of the number of principal's leadership styles exhi-

bited before and after situational leadership training after six
months between pretest and posttest.
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4.

There is no

sig~ificant

difference in the teachers'
1

identification of the number of principal s leadership styles exhiand after situational leadership training after three
bited before
years between pretest and posttest.
Question 3:

To what extent does training in Situational

Leadership Theory influence principals' leadership effectiveness
area?
The following hypotheses were developed to test question 3:

1.

There is no significant difference in the principal's

id~ntification

of his leadership effectiveness before

~nd

after

situational leadership training after six months between pretest and
postte$t.
2.

There is no significant difference in the principal's

identification of his leadership effectiveness before and after
situational leadership training after three years between pretest and
posttest.
3.

There is no significant difference in the teachers'

identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness before and
after situati·:mal leadership training after six months between
prete$t and postcest.
4.

There is no significant difference in the teachers'

identification of the principal's lead~rship effectiveness before aod
after situational leadership training after three years between
pretest and posttest.

lG

5.

There is no significant difference between the teachers'

·
· 1 s ' identification of the n
1 rinciu_al's leadership effecand princ1pa

tiveness before and after situational leadership training after six
months between pretest and posttest.
6.

There is no significant difference between the teachers'

and principals' identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness before and after situational leadership training after three
years between pretest and posttest.
Definition of Tenns

Leadership is the process of influencing the activities of an
individual or a grcup in efforts toward goal achievement in a given
situation.

From this definition it follows that the leadership

process is a function of the leader, the follower, and other situat ional variables and can be expressed in the fol lowing algebrai.:
formula:

L

=

f( 1, f, s).

Further, it is important to note th'lt whe::i

this definition mentions leader and follower, one should not assume
that it is referring only to the traditional hiersrchical relationship such as suggested by superior/subordinate, but rather any
time an individual is atte:npting to influerice the bi:>hevior of soni<~0tH'
else.

i1

Situ3tional Leader8hip Theory (SLT).

Theory acceots

t~e

premise

tha~

Sicuatic~aL Leaders~ip

no one style is the best.

Situa-

tional Theory defines a range of styles and then attempts to determine which style is most effective in varying situations.

One of

these theories is SLT.
SLT is an outgrowth of the Ohio State Model.

It uses the tGrr.:is

task behavior and relationship behavior instead of initiating
structure and consideration, but the dimensions describe behaviors
similar to those of the Ohio State Xodel.

SLT uses the notations

Style 1 (Sl) telling, Style 2 (S2) selling, Style 3 (S3) participating, and Style 4 (S4) delegating to refer to the four leadership
styles.

Style 1 1s high on relationship behavior.

Style 2 is high

on task behavior and high on relationship behavior.

Style 3 is high

on relationship behavior, and Style 4 is low on both

di~ensions.

Influenced by the work of William Reddin (1967, 1970), SLT goes
beyond the Ohio State Model by adding effectiveness as a third
dimension of the model.

This dimension is used to demonstrate that

any leadership style can be used effectively or ineffectively
depending upon the situation in which a leader uses it.
SLT then adds a situational variable which Hersey and Blanchard
contend can be used to diagnose appropriate leader behavior.

This

variable is task-relevant maturity which is defined in terms of
followers' job maturity and psychological maturity, or in simpler
terms, ability and willingness.
relevant maturity.

SLT defines four levels of task-

Xaturity level one (Ml) is low on willinecess and

12

tow on ability.
00

willingness.

M3turity level two (M2) is low on abilty but high
Maturity level three (M3) is high on ability but

low on willingness, and maturity level four (M4) is high on both
willingness and ability.
Leadership Style.

This term refers to:

... the consistent behavior patterns they (managers) use when they
are working with and through other people as perceived by those
people. These patterns emerge in people as they begin to respond
in the same fashion under similar conditions; they develop habits
of action that become somewhat predictable to those who work with
them (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p.83).
SLT defines leadership style in terms of task behavior and relationship
behavior.

Four styles of leadership are defined as

f~llows:

Sl (telling) is high on task behavior, low on relationship behavior,
S2 (selling) is high on both task and relationship behavior,
S3 (participating) is low on task behavior, high on relationship
behavior, and
S4 (delegating) is low on both task and relationship behavior.
3tyle Range.

The extent to which an individual is able to us2

different leadership styles depending
Leader Effectiveness.

Otl

the situation.

In this study leader effectiveness is defined

in terms of followers' performance and satisfaction, and in terms of
leaders' ability to create conditions conducive to high performance and
satisfaction.

Effectiveness refers to a leader's ability to create a work

environment in which followet"s are motivated to

co

their best work.

13
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LEAD.

Description.

The ar..ronym for the Leader Ef feet iveness and Adaptability
It is an instrument designed to mea5ure:

(1) style,

(Z) style range, and (3) effectivzness of leader behavior.

The LEAD-OTHER

and LEAD-SELF are two instruments used to measurP leadership behavior.

-Relationship

Behavior.

The extent to which a

lead~r

engages in a

two-way communication by providing support and understanding to a follower
or group.
Task-relevant Maturity.

According to SLT, task-rf'levant maturity is

defined in terms of job maturity and psychological maturity.

These

dimensions refer to a worker's ability and willingness to do a given tssk.
Four levels of maturity are defined as follows;
Ml 1s low on both ability and willingness,
M2 1s low on ability but high on willingness,
M3 is high on ability but low on willingness, and
M4 is high on both ability and willingness.
SL'!' emphasizes that these measures of naturity should be conGidered only
in relation to a specific task co be performed.
Basic Style.

The most dominant leadership style of an individual as

identified in the LEAD instrument with highest

frequen~y.

Limitations of the Study

The study was limited by the geographi.c sample location, sample
composition, and sample size.

In all cases the principals were from

northern Lake County, Iliiuojs, and their administrative responsibilities

from elementary to junior high school. In addition, ~11 of the
range d
. . als were required to participate in the Situational Leadership
pr1nc1p
. ·n~
Tra1n1-o

progra~,

therefore it raised serious questions regarding their

·
f or implementing the model in their schools.
motivation

The number of

administrators who originally participated in the training were sixteen
principals and sixty-four of their teachers.

But due to the three-year

period which lapsed between the pretest and posttest, there was an
approximate 31% decrease (five principals) resulting in a smaller sample
size for this study of eleven principals and forty-four teachers. However,
the data from the original study was very limited due to the short tiiae
period elapsing between training and implementation.

Consequently, the

infor.r.ation gathered could not accurately reflect the impact of the
specialized leadership training.

Therefore, a longevity study which

examined the principals' leadership behavior over a three-year period
could better supply information relating to situational leadership theory
in an educational setting even though the number of principals was less.
A limitation of this study was the lack of data supporting the
validity of Situational Leadership Theory.

Actual support for the

validity of the entire theory has not been evident in any research
conducted to date.

There have been empirical date generated which

supports various components of the theory resulting in a very high "face
validity" for Situational Leadership theory.

The research to date

indicates that the major obstacle in validating the theory seems to be the
inability of researchers to assess accurately the followers' maturity
level.

15

In order to gain a deeper perception of the principal's

styl~ 2~~

what types of follower maturity levels determine that style, this study
included a series of questions for the principals and teachers. Interviews
coupled with the other survey tools provided a better understanding of
Situational Leadership theory and its valid use in the field of educational administration as a theory.
Significance of the Study

There exists a general acceptance of situational leadership theory
by a large number of people in a wide variety of leader/follower environments.

This general acceptance establishes a face validity for

tional Leadership Theory.

Situa-

However, in addition to face validity there

should also be empirical data to completely validate Situational Leadership Theory.

This study is to provide additional data which c0uld leaa to

the empirical validation of the model.

Specifically, the study is to

investigate the essential component of the theory, which is task maturity
and its use fer diagnosing effective school leadership behavior; namely,
the research is to examine elementary and junior high school principals:
interaction patterns with teachers after they have been trained in
Situational Leadership theory.

Through a review of the related liter-

ature there does not appear to be any evidence of similar training of
school principals.

The research could indicate to school practitioners

which leadership style tends to be most effective.

In addition, the

results of this study regarding the training components could provide new

16

information which may give guidance to trainers of

~chool

administrators

for developing content and curricula to be taught in advanced leadership
training programs.
Summary

The primary function of leaders during the early scientific management era was to organize and enforce performance criteria.

The leaders

generated all their efforts towards the accomplishment of organizational
goals.

As the organizations grew so did the personal needs of the

employee groups.

This gave impetus to the rise of the human relations

movement.
The scientific management movement emphasized a concern for task
while the human relation movement stressed a concern for relations.
These two dichotomous positions were placed on a continuum and researched
extensively to determine which leadership style was the "best" for leaders
to follow.

Specifically, one side of the continuum was the more tradi-

tional task-oriented, authoritarian style (scientific management) and the
other was the more directive, democratic-style of leadership (human relations movement).
The leadership research then began to investigate emotional and
physical needs of employees.

The data did not generate a hierarchy of

needs ttat could be used by leaders when trying to motivate staff for the

17

compl.et ion of tasks.

This mot iv at ional inform.at ::.on co•.ipled with the

recogaition that the two styles of leadership did exist led to further
research.
Research studies which examined this concept were the Ohio State
studies.

These studies produced the Ohio State Model which proposed two

dimensions, initiating structure and consideration. Combining these two
variables to form a reatrix allowed for the detennination of four different
leadership styles.

These styles were all tested in many studies and all

reported that there was no one single leadership style which proved to be
universally the most effective.

In fact, further research in the field of

leadership had led to the development of situational theories that
indicate which leadership style is most effective in various situations.
Overview

The statement of the problem to be addressed in this
purpose, general questions to be a,1swered,
definition of key terms, and a short
Chapter I.

signi~icance,

overvie~

have been

study~

the

limitatioa!?,
th~

foLus of

Chapter II is a review of related literature pertaining to

educational leadership development from the early 20th century up to the
present.

Design of the study, which is the purpose of Chapter III,

contain the sample :;elect ions, data collect ion, the inst rumenta.t ion
employed in the study and procedures utilized.

Chapter IV, analysis of

the data, includes a description of the analytical techniques used, tables
showing the results of this analysis and findings related to the hypo-

,,.

.
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theses.

Ho~ever,

answers dealing with the twelve hypotheses posed in

Chapter I are handled speci.fically ir.. Cb.a?ter V, along with the summary,
conclusions, and recommendations.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The study of leadership has always seemed to fascinate
researchers in all the many components of administration. For tQis
reason the literature is abundant due to the efforts of many who have
attempted to understand leadership and its relationship to administration within an organization.
Still, the need for research regarding effective leadership in
education is very relevant and timely.

The traditional concept of the

school organization as a rational, well-defined system, operating
independently, requiring minimal leadecship effort, simply is not
accurate any longer (Griffith, 1979).

The authoritarian, task-oriented

leader whose effectiveness was solely measured on efficiency and
productivity can not exist without adapting his leadership style

in

some situations.
The main purpose of this review of the literature is to historically examine the trends of leadership theory and research, particularly those trends that influenced the work of Hersey and Blanchard's
Situational Leadership Theory (1982).
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Pre-Ohio State Leadership Studies

The earliest studies (1900-1933) regarding management were
conducted by so-called efficiency experts.

The most prominent figure

associated with the "scientific" movement was Frederick Taylor. Taylor
was a chief engineer who believed that individuals could be programmed
machines.

The key to the scientific management approach was the

concept of man as a machine (Taylor, 1911).

He was concerned with how

to organize a work environment so efficiently that anyone could do a
good job.

Taylor and his associates thought that workers were moti-

vated by economics, limited by physiology, required constant supervision in order to become efficient.

With this concept in

~ind,

Taylor's research focused mainly on physical producticn, time and
motion studies, and methods fer the most efficient completion of tasks.
The organization of the work environment into a well-oiled
machine was assembled into five functions by Henri Fayol (1925).
Similar to Taylor, Fayal pursued the scientific approach to management.

For Taylor to achieve the most efficient completion of tasks the

following steps were followed (Urwick, 1952, p. 74):
Plan - means to study the future and arrange the plan of operations.
Organize - means to build up material and human organization of
the business, organizing both people and materials.
Command - means to make the staff do their work.
Coordinate - means to unite and correlate all activities.
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Ccn~rol

- means to see that everything is done in

accordan~e

with

the rules which have been laid down and the instructions which have
been given.
The basic features of the traditional or classical administrative models ernphasl.zed formal or bureaucratic organization. Managers
were concerned with the division of labor, the allocation of power, and
the specifications of each position.

The managers neglected individual

idiosyncracies and the social dynamics of people at work. The constant
emphasis upon task completion and the lack of concern for people led to
the formation of the human relations

movement.

The human relations movement period was from 1930-1950 and was
associated with Elton Mayo.

He was basically concerned with the

neglected variable that the scientific management developers omitted in
their theory, namely the effects of the interpersonal relationdhip that
have evolved in the work envirornnent.

Mayo was able to study this

phenomena at the Western Electric Company, where he examined the
effects of illumination on productivity.

The findings of his research,

historically known as the Hawthorne study, led to the birth of the
human relations movem<?!'lt.
The Hawthorne studies (1924) began with three

experi~ents

conducted to study the relation of quality and quantity of illumination to P.fficiency in industr.y.
puzziing.

The first experiment results were

The increase in production rstes did not corresponJ with
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increases in lighting, nor did production fall off
minatjcn.

~ith

less illu-

In a second expc-ri.ment, a test grou;:i in which illcmination

intensities were varied was compared to a c-ontrol group with illumination held

const~nt.

Both groups showed increases in production

rates that were not only substantial but also nearly identical.
Finally, in a third experiment, when lighting for the test group was
decreased and that for the control group held constant, the efficiency
of both groups increased.

The conclusions were neither as simple nor

as clear-cut as the experimenters had originally anticipated.

The

Hawthorne company called upon two Harvard professors--Elton Mayo and
Emil Roethisberger (1933)--to continue studying the relationship
between physical conditions of work and productivity.

Mayo and his

team started their experiments with a group of women.

The researchers

added a few variables to the work envirorunent.

They improved the

working conditions, scheduled rest periods, company lunches, and
~horter

work weeks.

te~hniques,

Confused by the results of these new management

the researchers decided to remove all benefits gnd return

to the original working
production of the women.

condition~.

This radical change did affect the

However, instead of. an output reduction, the

level rose to a new all-time high.
The researchers discovered that the

reaso~s

for the increase in

the produo:tion were not: related to the changes of the physical working
conditions, but rather to the human aspects.

The study indicated that

as a result of all the special attention and concern the women were
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receiving, they felt like an important part of the

compa~y.

The women

began feeling that they were members of a cohesive work group.

The

group began fulfilling unsatisfied needs of affiliation, competence and
achievement.

Therefore, the women worked harder and more effectively

than ever before.
The

most significant factor affecting organizational produc-

tivity was found to be the interpersonal relationships that were
developed on the job, not just pay and working conditions.

Mayo also

discovered that when the worKers felt that their own goals were
opposite from management's (occurred mainly with groups closely supervised, with little control of their environment), productivity remained
at low levels.
The significance of the interpersonal relationships redirected
the concept of management from emphasis on organizational structure to
employee's motivation and satisfaction.

Subsequent to the Hawthorne

findings, Abraham Maslow (1954) examined the basis of individuals and
their need-disposition levels relative to sound management motivational
strategies.
Researchers currently still continue to search for motivational
factors which when understood by leaders can be used to accomplish both
organizational and personal goals.

Even with all of this new research,

the underlying factors of understanding human motivational needs can be
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found in Maslow's research of the individuals and their hierarchy of
needs structure.

This hierarchy includes physiological,

saf~ty,

social, esteem and self-actualization. Maslow states:
Degrees of Relative Satisfaction
•.. So far our t~eoretical discussi~n nay have given the impression
that these f i.ve sets of needs are comehow in such ::enns as the
following: If one need is satisfi~d, then anothe~ emerges. This
statement might give the false impression that a need must be
satisfied 100 percent before the next need emerges. In actual
fact, most members of our society who are nonnal a·re partially
unsatisfied in all their basic needs at the same time.
A more realistic description cf the hierarchy would be in terms of
decreasing percentages of satisfaction as we go up the hierarchy of
prepotency. For instance, if I may assign arbitrary figures for
the sake of illustra::ion, it is as if the average citizen is
satisfied perhaps 85 percent in his physiological needs, 70 percent
in his safety needs, 50 percent in his love needs, 40 percent in
his self-esteem needs, and 10 percent in his self-actualization
needs.
As for the concept of emergence of a new need after sati$factio~ of
the prepotent need, this emergence is not a sudden, saltatory
phenomenon, but rather a gradual emergence by slow degrees from
nothingness. For instance, if prepotent need A is gatisfied only
10 percent, then need B may not be visible at all. However, as
this need A becomes satisfied 25 perce~t, need B may emerge 5
percent, as need A becomes satisfied 75 percent, need B may emerge
50 percent, and so on (1954, p. 53-54).
Therefore, Maslow's (1970) hierarchy of needs was not intended to
be an all-or-none

fra~ework,

but rather one that may be useful in

predicting behavior on a high or a low probability basis.
demonstrates the need structure for people.

Figure 2
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Self-Actualization
EsteeJ . · - · - - - - - - - - -

~oc~al_I
I Safety r
Physiological
Figure 2.

I

Self-actualization needs when dom~nant in the need
structure (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 67)

The physiological needs are the basic human needs to sustain life
itself:

food, clothing, and shelter.

Until these needs are satisfied,

the person's major activity will be at a very low level, and will
provide very little motivation. But when their needs are satisfied,
other levels of needs become individual.
somewhat satisfied, other needs emerge.

And when these needs are
Once the physiological needs

become satisfied, the safety or security needs become dominant.
Safety needs are quite evident and very common among most people.
We all have a desire to remain free from the hazards of life--accider1ts
and economic instability.

Therefo~e,

individuals and organizatjons are

interested in providing some assurance that their catastrophes could be
<'!voided if possible.

Along with this feeling of security, the indi-

viduals also have a great desire for social affiliation.

Howe•1er, in

many instances, people seek affiliation because they desire to have
their beliefs confirmed.

In satisfying these basic needs, it does not:

mean that individuals will become more productive.

In fact if creati-

vity or initiatiire is necessary :tn their jobs, an overemphasis on
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security can thwart desired behavior.

This indicates that the next two

levels of need may be the most important regarding the motivation of
individuals on given tasks.

They are esteem and self-actualization.

The need for esteem or recognition appears in two forms, prestige
and power.

Prestige motive is becoming more evident in our society

toclay, especially with the concern we have for keeping up with the
Joneses.

Gellerman (1968) describes prestige as:

•.. a sort of unwritten definition of the kinds of conduct that
other people are expected to show in one's presence; what degree of
respect or disrespect, formality or infonnality, reserve or
frankness.
Prestige seems to have an effect on how comfortably or conveniently one
can expect t0 get along in life.

In any case, prestige is something

intangible bestowed upon an individual by society.

The othe:..· 'ispect 0f

prestige which is u3ed to influence behavior 1s power.
There tends to be two kinds of power:

position and personal.

Individuals who are able to iP.fluence the behavior cf others because of
their position in the organization have position power, while individt;als who derive their influence from their personality and behavior
have personal power; some people are endowed with both types of power.
Of all the needs identified by Maslow, the one that social and behavioral scientists know least about is self-actualization.

Although

little research has been cone on the concept of self-actualization,
th~re

are data on two motives that are related to it--competence and

achievem€nt.
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Competence implies control over environmental factors--both
physical and social according to White (1959).

He explained further

that people with this motive do not wish to wait passively for things
to happen; they wan.t to be able to manipulate their environment and
make things happen.

It seems that in adults the need to make things

happen manifests itself in a desire for job maturity and professional
growth.

Achievement-motivated people sec moderately difficult but

potentially achieveable goals.

These achievement-oriented people are

more concerned with personal achievement than with the rewards of
success.

They do not reject rewards, but the rewards are not as

essential as the accomplishment.

Money) to achievement-motivai::ed

people, is valuable primarily as a measurement of their perfonnance.
They have a desire to seek situations in which they get concrete
feedback on how well they are doing.
Achievement-motivatzd people are the backbone of most organizations.

However, when they are promoted and their success depends not

only on their own work but on the activities of others, they may be
less effective.

They are highly task-oriented and work to their

capacity; they tend to expect others to do the same.

Consequently,

they sDmet imes lack the human skills and patience necessary for being
effective managers of people who are competent but have a higher need
for affiliation then they do.

Thus while achievement-motivated pecple
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are needed in organizations, they do not always make the best managers.
Contradictions to these motivational needs of individuals and job
performance can be found in McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y.
According to McGregor (1960), traditional organizations, with
their centralized decision-making, superior-subordinate pyramid, and
exter~al

control of work, are based upon assumptions about human nature

and all these human motivation needs.

Theory X assumes that most

people prefer to be directed, are not interested in assuming responsibility, and want safety above all.

Accompanying this philosophy was

the belief that people are motivated by money, fringe benefits,and the
threat of punishment.

Managers who accept Theory X assumptions attempt

to structure, control, and closely supervise their employees.

These

managers feel that external control is clearly appropriate for dealing
with unrealiable, irresponsible, and immature people.
In today's democratic society, with a high standard of living,
management by direction and control may not succeed, McGregor concluded
because it 1s a questionable method for motivating people whose
physiological and safety needs are reasonably satisfied and whose
social esteem and self-actualization needs are becoming predominant.
McGregor decided that management needed practices based on a more
accurate understanding of human nature and r:iotivation.
feelings regarding the importance of human

nat~re,

alternate theory of management called Theory Y.
that people are net by nature lazy and

With his

he developed an

This theory assumes

unreliabl.~.

It

postulates that
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people can be basically self-directed and creative at work if properly
motivated.

Therefore, ic should be an essential task of management to

release this potential in individuals.

Accorrling to this theory people

can achieve their own goals best by developing their own efforts toward
accomplishing organ{zational goals (figure 3).
There is a safeguard that students of administration should be
concerned about regarding Theory Y and Theory X.

The impression that

one might get from the discussion of Theory X-Theory Y is that managers
who accept Theory X assumptions about human nature usually direct,
control, and closel,:' supervide people while Theory Y managers are
supportive and facilitating.

This coald lead to the thinking that

Theory X is bad and Thecry Y is good.
accurate.

This assumption is not very

McGregcr implied that most people have the potential to be

mature and self-motivated, which implies that a manager must recognize
the difference between attitude and behavior.

Therefore, one should

consider Theory X and Theory Y as attitudes or predispositions toward
people.
have

So even though Theory Y is the best attitude managers should

regardi~g

people, it may not be appropriate to behave consistent

with those as$umptions all the time.

}!anagers may have Theory Y

assurnpt ions about hu:nan nature, but they may find it necessary to

behdve in a very directive, controlling manner with some people until
Theory Y attitudes can be utilized.

This concern for attitude and

behavioral variables relative to their influence in judging leader
effectiveness in accomplishing organizational and individual goals
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Theory Y

Theory X

1.

Work is inherently distasteful
to most people.

1.

Work is as natural as
play, if the conditions
are favorable.

2.

Most people .3re not ambitious,
have little desire for
responsibility, and prefer to
be directed.

2.

Self-control is often
indispensable in
achieving organizational
goals.

3.

Most people have little
capacity for creativity in
solving organizational
problems.

3.

The capacity for
creativity in solving
organizational problans
is widely distributed in
the population.

4.

Motivation occurs only at
the physiological and
safety levels.

4.

Motivation occurs at the
seicial, esteem, and selfactualization levels, as
well as physiological and
security levels.

5.

Most people must be closely
controlled ar.d often
coerced to achieve
organizational objectives.

5.

People can be selfdirected and creative at
work if properly
motivated.

Figure 3.

List of assumptions about human nature that
underline McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y
(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 55)
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cpened a completely new era of administration; namely, the behavioral
science approach.

Therefore, the remainder of this literature review

concentrates on the behavioral approach to leadership study.
The behavioral approach is a synthesis of all previous apprcaches
to the study of leadership.

It incorporates the concept that a task

completion is a goal of a leader from the scientific approach.

In

addition, it recognizes the fact that leaders possess personal traits
and needs which are grounded in the human rel at ions movement..

Finally,

the emphasis of the behavioral approach is on the observed behavior of
the leader.
Burns (1979) summarized that great leaders are sensitive to the
fund'lmental needs and value of others.

He contended that leadership

and education are ultimately similar because they both consisted of
"reciprocal raising of levels of motivation rather than indoctrination
coercion" (p. 380-383).
power, but that

le'.ld~rs

He felt that le:idenhi.p was an 2.spec:t of
differed from powerholders.

Powerholders w<'!re

concerned with "lchieving only their own goals, whereas leaders
addressed themselves to the wants and needs of followers as well as to
their own.
Selecting a leadership study in this respect is a form of
decision making thac includes electing to exercise leadership and
determining the type of leadership that is appropriate.
states:

Huckaby (1980)
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..• in most situations leaders choose their behavior with no regard
to classification and often without opportunity to consciously
f;xamine the contributing factors. The decisions reflect their
knowledge and values as well as their perceptions of the existing
situational variables .••• It is impossible for educational leaders
to make decisions, including choices of leadership style; without
making ~alue judgements (p. 613).
Value is essigned to situational variables by considering one variable
to be more important than others.

Huckaby further stated that "Leader-

ship trainers neglect their responsibility to the educational profession if they suggest that leadership styles be selected solely on the
basis of situational demands" (p. 615).

Instead, decisions must be

based primarily on the purposes to be achieved with an awareness of che
situational implication for leadership behavior.
The bulk of literature suggests that no one style or type of
leadership is consistently more effective than another.

Leaders

perceived to be effective are task oriented at times and concerned with
socio-eniotional needs at other times.

Today's educational leaders

should recognize which leadership style is most appropriate to use i.n
vario1;s work situations.

The leaders

th~n

should be sufficiently

skilled to adapt their style to match either the tssk or relationship
variP.hle.

According to Sexton (1977), the empirical study in whicl1

these two variables were originally discovered was the Ohio State
leadership stunies.
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Chio State Leadership Studies Era

Scholars at the Personnel Research Board of Ohio State University
orzanized a study in 1945 to investigate personality traits of leaders.
Andrew Halpin (1966), in the Ohio Studies of Leadership, developed a
Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) to measure the
leader's behavior on two dimensions:

initiating structure (task

behavior) and consideration (relationship behavior). Initiating
structur~

referee co task-related behavior and consideration refered to

the relationship behavior.

A high score on one dimensicn did not neces!itate

distinct dimensions.
a low

The research found these to be separate and

score on the other.

The combination of initiating structure a:ld

c0nsideration were visually presented on two separate axes rather than
the

sin.~le

continuum that had been used.

Four quadrar.ts were de·.·eloped

to show the various combinations of initiating structure and consideration (figure
dim·~nsions

of

l~).

Consideration and initiating structure were

obsc~rved

behavior as perceived by others.

Examples of

these behaviors according to Halpin (1957) were:
Co::lsideration:
The leader fincis time to listen to group members.
The

leade~

is willing tc make changes.

The leader. is frie::ldly and

a.ppro:ic~1ah le.
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Initiating structure:
The leader assigns group members to particular tasks.
The leader asks the group members to follow standard rules
and regulations.
The leader lets group members know what is expected of them.
One of the main objectives of the Ohio State Leadership studies was to
develop methods to further research leadership.

The LBDQ had the

advantage of col lee ting data in a minimum of time for the researcher
and participant, thus making possible studies for further
Hal~in

researc~.

(1957) modified the LBDQ for use with Air Force personnel

manning the B-29 aircraft.

With this modification an extensive

factorial study was made to determine key leadership behaviors.
A factor analysis of intercorrelations resulted in the emergence
of four factors.

The four factors identified were consideration,

initiating structure, production emphasis, and social awareness.

The

factors of consideration and initiating structure were extremely
significant and accounted for 83% of the total factor variance.

Based

on this research, further improvements on the LBDQ were made which
resulted in a form that empbasized consideration and initiating
structure.

The shortened form had high reliability and descriptions of

respondents showed significant similarities in the analysis of their
leaders.

The following results were noted in regard to the Air Force

studies relative to initiating and consideration:
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Consideration tends to be correlated negatively with leadership
effectiveness ratings by superiors, while Initiating Structure is
positively related to effectiveness ratings. Consideration is more
highly related than Initiating Structure to an index of crew
satisfaction (Halpin, 1957, p. 51).
The success of the military studies precipitated a number of
subsequent studies of significance dealing with educators and the LBDQ.
One such leadership study of fifty Ohio School superintendents
conducted by Halpin (1956) is today considered a classic piece of
research.

This study of superintendent leadership behavior dealt with

three kinds of relationships.
1.

The relationship between descriptions of the superintendent's
.behavior as a leader obtained from the members of his board
of education, the members of his immediate staff, and the
superintendent himself.

2.

The relationships between the expectations of the board
members, the staff, and the superintendent himself in respect
to how he should behave as a leader.

3.

The relationship between descriptions of how the superintendent actually behaved as a leader and expectations of
how he should behave.

Essentially the groups agreed on the leadership ideology of the
superintendent.

Effective leadership behavior was characterized by

high scores on initiating and consideration, while the reverse was true
of ineffect i\re leadership.
clearly delineated the

In short, the effective leader was one who

gro~p,

and established well-defined patterns of
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organization, channels of communication, and ways of getting the job
done, and whose behm;ior at the same time reflected friends hiµ, mutual
trust, respect, and warmth in the relationships between himself and the
members of the group (Halpin, 1956).

It

is important to state that the

expectations of superintendents and the real behavior of superintendents fell significantly short of this ideal.
In sunnnary, it is evident that the Ohio State Leadership studies
made a major contribution to the study of leadership.

The LBDQ made

research with larger groups possible, and the factors of consideration
and initiating structure made it possible to describe the qualities of
leadership.

However, one major essential area was not accomplished,

identifying potential leaders based on their knowledge of the leadership process.
Based on these findings, several theories added to and enriched
the concepts develiJped in the: Ohio State Leadership studies.

Consid-

eration and initiating structure were key determinants in the development of these theories which some have advocated as the single best
style of leadership.

One such study was conducted by Blake and Mouton

0 964) which is known as the Managerial Grid.
The Managerial Grid was concerned with defining what it was that
wP.s w.anaged in an organization.

Once this was identified, Blake and

Mouton (1964) examined possibilities for the improvement of the
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organization.

They proposed three organizational universals: organi-

zational purposes, people, and power or hierarchy.

Essentially the

latter represented the supervision of people by some type of boss.

The

universals are represented graphically on a 9 by 9 grid (figure 5).
These five ideal types are numbered by degrees of concern. In
situational terms, according to Reddh1 (1971), the ideal type of
manager behavior is described on the grid position as:
1.1 - Impoverished exertion of minimum effort to set required work
done is appropriate to sustail1 organizational membership.
1.9 - Country Club thoughtful attention to needs of people for
satisfying relationships leads to a comfortable friendly
organization atmosphere and work tempo.

9.1 - Task efficiency in operations results from arranging conditions of work in such ·a way that human elements interfere to a
minimum degree .
9.9 - Team work accoMplishment is frcm committed people; interdependence through a conman stake in organization -,:i1..npose lead3 co
relationships of trust and respect.
5.5 - Middle of the road. Adequate organization performance LS
possible through balancing the necessity to get ouc work wh~le
maintaining morale of people at a satisfactory level (p. 9).
The universals are represented as concern for pEople on the vertical
axis and concern for production on the horizontal axis.
interaction represent how the boss applied concern for

The
~eople

~oints

of

er

production to achieve organizational purposes.
In sunnnary, Blake and Mouton (1978) took st=ong exception to
situational leadership theories.

They did not feel a manager should

change positions of leadership style based on the situation.

It was

their belief that the best way to manage was team management approach,
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which for them is management style 9.9, because it was based on maximum
concern for people and production.

Further research investigating the

importance of relationship behavior was conducted by Rensis Likert and
his development of the System Four Management theory.
Likert and his colleagues at the Institute for Social Research at
the University of Michigan emphasized the need to consider both human
resources and capital resources as assets requiring proper management.
The Likert Leadership Model was closely related to the human relations
models with the exception that he recognized situational variables.
Likert's work evolved from a number of studies that he reviewed
in his first major publication, New Patterns of Management (1961).

He

conducted a meta-analysis of a number of studies dealing with productivity and the job-centered versus the employee-centered manager.
Although the conclusions did not always support the employee-centered
manager, it was generally concluded that managers who were helpful,
used general supervision, and were employee-centered, were more likely
to have higher-producing sections.

Likert was definitely interested in

production and the variables that produce greater effectiveness within
the organization.
System Four Management (Likert, 1967) was based on the cse of the
principle of supportive relationships, the use of group decision-making
and group methods of superyision, and the manager;s high performance
goals.

The organization was arranged in working grouys rather than

typical man-to-man supervision.

The work groups were overlapping

within the organizational structure in order to develop a linking

pin.

This concept allowed for two-way interaction or communication within
various levels of the organization.

The group process of decision-

making and supervision allowed for connnunication on important
decisions. The groups were concerned with high productivity, high
quality, and low costs.

At the same time, the manager was accountable

for all decisions, for their execution, and for results.

Likert styles

of organization can be depicted on a continuum through four systems:
System 1 is a task-oriented, highly structured authoritarian
management style.
System 4 is a relationship-oriented management style based on
teamwork, mutual trust, and confidence.
Systems 2 and 3 are intermediate stages between the two extremes.
However, prior to implementing System Four Management, a number
of situational variables must be understood.

System Four can

wo~k

only

when each person in an organization is a member of one or more effectively functioning work groups that have a high level of group loyalc7,
effective skills, and high performance goals.
Other situational requirements which impose limitations on the
decision-making process must be considered.

It is the responsibility

of the leader to make the decision if the group 1.s divided in their
opinion on a given topic.

However, in some instances, the leader may

disagree with the group and may cry to sway the group in another
direction.

In any case, if the leader decides to follow the group
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concerns, the responsibility for the outcome is the leader's.
final variable to consider is time.

The

Ir. certain cases the time factor

for reaching a decision does not provide sufficient time for research
and discussion through the group process.

In those instances the

leader must make the decision (Likert, 1961).
In summary, Likert's System Four was concerned with the humanistic element and production.

It stated that proper concern for the

employee, with a means to provide for group decisions and two-way
communication, would result in higher production when the group end the
manager were dedicated to the goals of the organization.
As a result of this humanistic approach to management, a problem
began to emerge for the modern manager.

The manager became very

concerned about how one could act democratically with followers and at
the same time maintain the necessary control and authority within the
organization in order to complete specified tasks.

As a result of

research and tr3ining, there was a question as to the efficiency of
highly directive leadership and an

incre~sing

emphasis on probleus

concerning the motivation and needs of followers.

The end result of

this left a manager with some confusion and concerns.

The manager was

often divided between exerting strong directive leadership or laissez
faire permissive leadership.

Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1958) offered

some relief to these confased managers by presenting a concept of
range of possible behaviors available to the manager.

~
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Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1958) developed a theory offering
different patterns of leadership behavior that a manager could choose
from in relating himself to his subordinates.

This was a reaction to

the assumptions concerning leadership as being either democratic or
authoritarian.

Their concept of observed leadership behavior over a

continuum (authoritarian to a democratic leader) was based upon three
factors a manager should consider in deciding how to lead his group.
These were (p. 65):
1.

Forces in the manager
a.

leader's value system

b.

leader's confidence in subordinates

c.

leader's inclination

d.

leader's feeling of insecurity in an uncertain
situation

2.

Forces in the subordinate
a.

high need for independence

b.

readiness to assume responsibility for decision making

c.

interest in problem and feelings that it is important

d.

identity with goals of the organization

e.

knowledge and expertise to deal with problems

f.

expectations in sharing decisions

g.

confidence in the leader
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3.

Force5 in the situation
a.

type of organization

b.

group effectiveness

c.

problem itself

d.

pressure of time

Therefore, before a manager could make a decision the three
forces had to be considered.

Depending upon these forcF.s, the manager

could apply the degree of supervision needed to attain the task
deEired.

The forces of manager authority and subordinate freedom are

depicted in figure 6.
This continuum moved from a highly autocratic process to that of
a process in which the group made decisions within prescribed limit3.

Tl1e leader had to make a choice as to what point on this continuum
would be used by the manager.
It is obvious from this information that managers were even
anxious about their responsibility and the effectiveness of their
followers to complete a given task.
managers were

~onscious

Along with this concern the

of the motivation and needs of their followers.

Several writers began to address themselves to these situational
concerns which opened a new field of leadership study called contingency management.

1+6
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Contingency Leadership Studies

One such researcher, Fred Fiedler (1967), in an attempt to
categorize 1.eadership styles in terms of decisive and participatory
styles, based his theory on specific circumstances under which various
leadership styles are most appropriate, indicating that one style does
not fit all situations.

His Contingency Model theory " ... postulates

that effectiveness of a group is contingent upon the relationship
between leadership style and the degree to which the group situation
enables the leader to exert influence" (p. 13).

He defined leadership

style " ... as the underlying need structure of the individual which
motivstes his behavior in various leadership situations" (p. 15).
The Contingency theory postulated two major leadership styles:
p~imarily

task oriented and primarily relationship oriented.

Fiedler

measured leadership styles by use of interpersonal perception scores on
a questionnaire that asked the leader to describe his'most and least
preferred c0-worker or LPC (least preferred co-worker). He found that:
... task oriented type of leadership style is more effective on
group ~ituations which are either very favorable for the leader or
which ere very unfavorable. The relationship oriented leadership
style is more effective in situations which are intermediate in
favorableness. Favorableness of a situation is defined as the
degree to which the situation enables the leader to exert influence
over his group (p. 20).
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To analyze the group with which he is going to work, the leader
needs to determine the following factors about the group and choose his
style accordingly and/or change the composition of the group or the
situation (figure 7).

The factors in order of importance are:

1.

Leader member personal relationship

2.

Task structure

3.

Position power of the leader.

Leader-member relations are the degree to which a leader is
personally liked and accepted.

It is undoubtedly the single most

important factor determining interactions between the leader and his
group.
Task structure is norm.ally thought of in two dimensions, highly
structured or unstructured.

Some situations have highly regimented

tasks while others require creativity and development before the task
ts clearly identified.
Position power is the ability of the leader to command respect
an<l loyalty along with the authority to carry out the responsibility of
the leader.

In some situations groups demand exertive

leade~ship

while others require more permissive leadership.
With these concepts in mind, it is necessary to see how the
concept of situational favorableness and leadership style interact.

It

has been found that when a leader is well liked, has a clearly defined
task, and

~s

in a powerful position, he/she is in a highly favorable

position to complete the assigned task.

In reverse, a leader who is
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disliked, has a vague task, and is powerless is in a very poor position.

Further, Fiedler (1965) postulated that in very favorable or

unfavorable situations in which the task must be accomplished by group
effort, the autocratic, task-oriented, managing leader works best.

In

situations of moderate difficulty or with less structure, the nondirective, penn1ss1ve, relation-oriented leader is more successful.
In summary, Fiedler used his Contingency theory to analyze the
impact of training and experience on leadership effectiveness.

He

ccncluded that what training actually increased was not leadership
effectiveness, but the favorability of the leader's situation.

A

second researcher who was concerned with effectiveness and the ability
of the leader to change his style was William Reddin.
William Reddin (1971) developed a theory of managerial effectiveness referred to as 3-D theory.
situational tht:ory.

He clearly called his theory a

The term 3-D referred t.::> the most effective

leadership style since it was a style that
of behavior in Reddin's theory.

integ~ated

three dimensions

Using dimensions of leadership

behavior, task orientation (TO), and relationship orientation (RO),

~e

developed four le3dership styles of behavior (figure 8).
As previous behavioral studies indicated, Reddin utilized the
concept

th~t

any one style is not effective in all situations.

He then

introducad a third dimension, effectiveness, indicating that effectiven2ss of a style depends on the situation in which it is used.
Therefore,

e~ch

of his four basic styles, related, integrated,
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separated, and dedicated, have a less effective and more effective
equivalent resulting in four less effective and four more effective
leadership styles.
The dedicated manager tended to dominate others.
fied as high task and low relationship.

He was classi-

This person identifies with

the organization, tends to emphasize the technical rather than the
human system, and is highly production-oriented.
The integrated manager likes to be a part of the work situation,
is concerned about communication, and emphasizes good teamwork.
Generally, this person would be classified as high task and high
relationship.
The related manager accepts his subordinates as he finds them.
He generally is not overly concerned about time and production and
views the organization as a social system.

This person is considered

to be low task and high relationship.
Finally, the separated manager is concerned about status quo,
generally writes all communications, and has little personal contact
with subordinates.

Generally, this manager identifies with the

organization as a whole and is considered to be low task and low
relationship.
Reddin (1970) added the dimension of effectiveness and ineffectiveness to these basic styles.

In certain cases, the basic style

can be effective and appropriate under certain conditions.

SJ

The following are less effective and more effective styles

in

relation to Reddin's basic styles:
Less Effective

Basic Style

More Effective

Compromiser

Integrated

Executive

Autocrat

Dedicated

Benevolent
Autocrat

Missionary

Related

Developer

Deserter

Separated

Bureaucrat

In order to understand the effectiveness dimension of each of
these basic styles, one should examine the continuum of ineffectiveeffective.
The compromiser understands advantages of being oriented to task
at1d relationship behavior but is unwilling to make decisions, while the
effective counterpart, the executive, maximizes efforts of others in
relationahip to long- and short-term goals.
The autocrat puts the immediate task before all other considerations at the expense of all relationships, while the benevolent
autocrat is self-assured regarding the ability to do the job.

This

parson is concerned with long- and short-range goals while having

th~

ability to induce others to do what is needed without creating
re~entment.

Inversely, the m1ss1.onary puts harmony and relationships ;:.hove
all other considerations.

This person's ineffectiveness stems from

failure to take risks that may disrupt order &nd bring about higher
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production.

The developer, on the other hand, places trust in people,

develops the talents of others, and provides a work atmosphere conducive to maximum satisfaction and motivation of the individual.
The deserter often displays a lack of interest
in both task and relationship.
with subordinates.

This attitude creates a morale problem

The bureaucrat does not display interest either,

but follows the rules and policies which makes hin effective.
Effectiveness is determined by the qualities that a manager
possesses.

These qualities are in terms of skills the manager must

possess as no one style is always effective.

Reddin (1970) states that

"three managerial skills are necessary if the manager is to be ef fect ive; namely, Situational Sensitivity, Style Flexibility, and
Situational Management skill" ( p. 15).
Situational sensitivity means the manager must be able to read
and diagnose the situation in order to match leadership style to the
needs of the situation.

Style flexibility is the manager's skill to

use a number of styles as varying situations

p~esent

themselves.

According to Reddin, these eight managerial styles then are not
eight additional kinds of behavior.

They are the names given to the

four basic styles when used appropriately or inappropriately.

Through

the use of both basic and managerial styles, 3-D distinguishes
sharply between behavior and effectiveness of behavior.

In his 3-D

Management Style theory, Reddin was the first to add an effectiveness
dimension to the task concern and relationship concern dimensions of
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earlier attitudinal models such as the Managerial Grid.

His pioneer

work inflcenced the development of the Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Model which postulated that a variety of styles may be
effective or ineffective depending upon the situation.
Through adding an effectiveness dimension to the task behavior
and relationship behavior dimensions of the earlier Ohio State Leadership Model, Reddin integrated the concepts of leader style with
situational demands of a specific envirornnent.

When the style of a

leader is appropriate to a given situation, it is termed effective;
when the style is inappropriate to a given situation, it is termed
ineffective.

Therefore, if the effectiveness of a leader-behavior

style depends upon the situation in which it is used, it foliows that
any of the basic styles may be effective or ineffective depending upon
the situation.

The difference between the effective and ineffective

styles is often not the actual behavior of the leader but the appropriateness of this behavior to the envirornnent in which it is used. The
third dimension is the environment which, depending on the interaction
of the basic style, results in the degree of effectivenss or
ineffeciveness.
According to Hersey and Blanchard (1982) concerning the Reddin
Model, it is important to keep in mind that the third dimension is the
environment in which the leader is operating.

One might think of the

leader's basic style as a particular stimulus, and it is the response
to this stimulus that can be considered effective or ineffective. Also,
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it is nn important part because theorists and practitioners who argue
that there is one best style of leadership are making value judgments
about the stimulus, while those taking a situational approach to
leadership arc evaluating the response or the results rather than the
stimulus.

This concept is illustrated in the diagram below (figure 9).

Effectiveness appears to be an either/or situation in this model;
in reality it should be represented as a continuum.

Any given style in

a particular situation could fall somewhere on this continuum from

extremely effective to extremely ineffective.

Therefore, effectiveness

is a matter of degree and there could be an infinite number of forces
on the effectiveness dimension rather than only three.

To demonstrate

this fact, the effectiveness dimension has been divided into quartiles
ranging on the effective side from +l to +4 and on the ineffective side
from -1 to -4

(G~eene,

1979).

The four effective and the four. inef-

fective styles are, in essence, how appropriate a leader's basic style
is to a given situation as seen by followers and associates.

Table 1

briefly describes one of the many different ways each style might be
perceived as effective or ineffective by others (Hersey & Blanchard,
1982).
In summary, the effectiveness o.: the leader will depend on the
appropriate behavior he/she is to choose to match the situation. Reddin
lists the skills a leader needs to use in order to diagnose and, if
necessary, change the situation.

These skills are:
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Table J..

How the basic leader behavior styles may be seen by
others when they are effective or ineffective
(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 107)

Basic Styles

Effective

Ineffective

High task
and low
relationship
(telling)

Seen as having welldefined methods for
accomplishing goals
that are helpful to
the followers

Seen as imposing methods
on others; sometimes seen
as unpleasant, and interested only in short-run
output

High task
and high
relationship
(selling)

Seen as satisfying the
needs of the group for
setting goals and
organizing work, but
also providing high
levels of socioemot ional support

Seen as initiating more
structure than is needed
by the grocp and often
appears not to be genuine
in interpersonal relationships

High
relationship
and low
task
(participating)

Seen as having implicit
trust in people and as
being primarily
concerned with facilitating their goal
accomplishment

Seen as primarily
interested in harmony;
sometimes seen as
unwilling to accomplish
a task if it risks
disrupting a relationship
or losing "good person"
image

Low
relationship
and low
task
(delegating)

Seen as appropriately
delegating to subordinates decisions about
how the work should be
done and providing
little socioemotional
support where little is
needed by the group

Seen as providing little
structure or socioemot ional support when
needed by members of the
group
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1.

Style flex - leader's flexibility to change his style to fit
the situation.

2.

Situational sensitivity - skill to read the situation.

3.

Situational management skill - skill to change the situation
if it needs to be changed.

Both style flex and situational management skills were dirP.ct
reflections of Fiedler's Contingency theory.

Ideal leadership styles

which were most effective were developer, bureaucratic, benevolent
dictator, and executive.
RO and TO dimensions.

All of these styles integrate a high level of

Finally, Reddin felt that his 3-D theory could

be used to train better managers.
Reddin's research indicated a positive response in answer to the
general problem of this thesis.

Did an effective leader utilize more

than one leadership style in dealing with his followers?

The purpose

of this study was to examine the model of Situational Leadership
Theory; namely, that the leader's effectiveness resulted from the
adaption of leadership style to the follower's task-relevant maturity.
Recent Situational Leadership research indicated that task-relevant
maturity was closely related to the needs of the followers.

The stated

problem in this research involves the concept of not only leadership
effectiveness and style, but also

follower maturity.

A possible

solution was found in Hersey and Blanchard's Situational Leadership
Theory.
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This theory maintained that the leader should engage in different
combinations of task and relationship behavior depending upon the
maturity of members of the group in relation to a spP.cific task.
According to their model, task behavior organized and defined the roles
of followers and explained what, when, where, and how tasks were to be
accomplished (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).
Originally, the theory was called the Life Cycle Theory of
Leadership (Hersey & Blanchard, 1969) and emphasized the follower as
well as the leader.

It was concerned with the amount of structure

a~1d

socioemotional support necessary in relation to the maturity cf the
follower.

It was felt that as the leader and follower developed a

mutual trust and respect, the leader and follower would experience
developmental changes in their relationships through a process that
would develop a mature and effective follower.

It was the belief of

the authors that,
An organization is a unique living organism whose basic comocner.t
is the individual and this individual is our fundamental unit cf
study. Thus, our concentration is on the interaction of people,
motivation, and leadership (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 14).
Hersey and Blanchard's (1982) most

recent work, Situational Leadership

Theory, was described theoretically and practically so it could used by
practicing leaders to understand and hopefully modify their leadership
styles.
As did other situational theorists, Hersey and Blanchard (1982)
reaffirmed their position\regarding the need for more than a single
style of leadership.

They stated:
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The multiplicity of role demands require today's educational
administrator to be an adaptive leader; that is - an individual who
has the ability to vary his leadership behavior appropriat~ly in
differing situations. Although early literature in educational
administration and management seemed to suggest a single ideal or
nvrmative style, the preponderance of evidence from recent empirical studies clearly indicates that there is no single all-purpose
leadership style. Successful leaders are those who can ad~pt their
leader behavior to meet the demands of their own unique el'lvironment
(p. 309).
Hersey and Blanchard were concerned with the process of management which leads to the accomplishment of organizational goals and
objectives.

They stated that management is a special kind of leader-

ship in which accomplishment of organizational goals is paramount.
Leadership (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982) was defined as:
The process of influencing the activities of an individual or a
group in efforts toward goal achievement in a giver-. situation.
From this definition of leadership, it follows that thP. 1'2aclership
process is a function of the leader, the follower, and other
situational variables (p. 84).
To be an effective leader one must possess three key skills.

The

skills are technical skill, which refers to the process reqllired to
perform specific tasks; human skill, which refers to the ability and
judgment to work through people; and conceptual skill, which refers to
the ability to understand the overall organization and the place of
one's own responsibility within an organization (Katz, 1955).
With these points in mind, let us examine the major con•:.:epts of
Situational Leadership theory.

As with most of the theories which have

been reviewed, the basic theoretical concepts came from the research of
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the Ohio State Leadership Studies.

The elements of initiating struc-

ture and consideration were identical to task and relationship
behaviors.
Hers~y

and Blanchard (1982) defined task behavior as:

The extent to
of members of
each is to do
characterized
organization,
accomplished.

which leaders are likely to organize and define roles
their group (followers); who explain what activities
and when, where and how tasks are to be accomplished;
by endeavoring to establish well defined patterns of
channels of connnunication, and ways to getting jobs

Relationship behavior is defined as:
The extent to which leaders are likely to maintain personal
relationships between themselves and members of their group
(followers) by opening up channels of connnunication, providing
socio-emotional support, psychological strokes, and facilitating
behavior (p. 103-104).
Based on Situational

Leade~ship

Theory, these behaviors were not

seen as either/or behaviors but as varying combinations to meet the
needs of the situation.
The amount of each of these behaviors resulted in the development
of four leadership styles:
High Task/Low Relationship was referred to as telling beca11se it
was characterized by one-way communication in which the leader definesd
the roles of followers and told them what, how, when, and where to do
various tasks.
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High Task/High Relationship Behavior was referred to as selling
because with this style most of the direction was still provided by the
leader. He or she also attempted through two-way communication and
socioemotional support to stimulate the follower(s) into accepting
decisions that had been made.
High Relationship/Low Task

B~havior

was called participating

because with this style the leader and the follower(s) shared in
decision-making through two-way communication and much facilitating
behavior from the leader since the follower(s) had the ability and
knowledge to perform the task.
Low Relationship/Low Task Behavior was labeled delegating because
the style all1Jwed follower(s) to "run his own show" through delegation
and general supervision since the follower(s) was high in both task and
psychological maturity.
Situational Leadership Theory was based on the strength of these
behaviors in relation to a third factor of follower maturity.

Maturity

was defined by Hersey and Blanchard (1982),
•.. as the capacity to set high but attainable goals (achievementmotivation), willingness and ability to take responsibility, and
education and/or experience of an individual or a group (p. 161).
Figure 10 shows the relationship of group maturity to a particular
task.

The leader engaged in high task/low relationship behavior (Sl)

with that group.

A very mature (M4) group required low task/low

relationship (S4) behavior from the leader.

The effective leader was

one who accurately assessed the group's maturity and adapted the leader
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behavior accordingly.

As the level of maturity of the followers

continued to increase in terms of task accomplishment, leaders began to
reduce their task behavior.

These variables of maturity would be

considered only in relation to a specific task to be perfonned.

That

is to say, an individual or a group was not mature or immature in any
total sense.

People tended to have varying degrees of maturity

depending on the specific task, function, or objective that a leader
was attempting to accomplish through their efforts.

Thus, a teacher

may have been very responsible in organizing lesson plans but very
casual about handling discipline in the classroom.

As a result, it may

have been appropriate for a principal to provide little supervision
for this teacher when organizing the classroom curriculum, yet closely
supervise when class discipline was the issue.
In other words according to Situational Leadership Theory (Hersey

& Blanchard, 1982), the level of maturity of their followers continued
to increase in terms of accomplishing a specific task and leaders began
to reduce their task behavior and increase their relationship behavior.
This would have been the case until the individual or group reached a
moderate level of maturity.

As the followers began to move into an

above average level of maturity, it became appropriate for leaders to
decrease not only task behavior but relationship behavior as well.

Now

the individual or group was not only mature in terms of the performance
of the task but also is psychologically mature.
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Since the individual and group provided their own strokes and
reinforcement, a great deal of socioemotional support from the leader
was no longer necessary.

People at this maturity level saw a reduction

of close supervision and an increase in delegation by the leader as a
positive indication of trust and confidence.

Thus, Situational

Leadership Theory focused on the appropriateness or effectiveness of
leadership styles according to the task-relevant maturity of the
followers.

This cycle was illustrated by a bell-shaped curve super-

imposed upon the four leadership quadrants, as shown in figure 10. It
meant that as the maturity level of one's followers develops along the
continuum from immature to mature, the appropriate style of leadership
moved accordingly along the curvilinear function (figure 10).
To determine which leadership style was appropriate to use in a
given situation, one had to deteroine first the maturity level of the
individual or group in relation to a specific task that the leader was
attempting to accomplish through their efforts.

Once this maturity

level was identified, the appropriate leadership style could be
detennined by constructing a right angle (90 degree angle) from the
point on the continuum that identified the maturity level of the
followers to a point where it intersected on the curvilinear function
in the style of the leader portion of the model.

The quadrant in which

that intersection took place suggested the appropriate style to be used
by the leader in that situation with followers of that maturity level.
Let us look at an example in figure 10.
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Suppose a superintendent has determined that a principal's
,naturity level in tenns of administrative paper work (reports, attendance records) is low.

Using Situational Leadership Theory, he or she

would place an X on the maturity continuum as shown in figure 10 (above
Ml).

Once the superintendent had decided that he or she wanted to

influence the principal's behavior in this area, the superintendent
could determine the appropriate initial style to use by constructing a
right angle from the X drawn on the maturity continuum to a point where
it intersects the bell-shaped curve (designated in figure 10 by O).
Since the intersection occurred in the Sl quadrant, it is suggested
that when working with people who demonstrated Ml maturity on a
particular task, a leader would use an Sl style (high task/low relationship behavior).

If one followed this technique for determining the

appropriate leadership style for all four of the maturity levels, it
would become clear that the four maturity designations (Ml, M2, M3, X4)
corresponded to the four leader behavior designations (Sl, 82, S3, S4);
that is, Ml maturity needed SI style, M2 maturity needed 82 style, etc.
In this example, low relationship behavior did not mean that the
superintendent was not friendly or

personabl~

to the principal.

It was

suggested that the superintendant, in supervising the principal's
hanJling of administrative paper work, should spend more time directing
the principal in whRt to do and how, when, and where to do it, tha.n
providing socioemotional support and reinforcement.

The increased
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relationship behavior should occur when the principal begins to
demonstrate the ability to handle necessary administrative paper work.
At that point, a movement from Style l to Style 2 may be appropriate.
Situational Leadership Theory contended that in

wor~ing

with

people who were low in maturity (Ml) in terms of accomplishing a
specific task, a high task/low relationship (Sl) had the highest
probability of success; in dealing with people who were of low to
moderate maturity (M2), a moderate structure and socio-emotional style
(S2) appeared to be most appropriate; while in working with peo?le who
were of moderate to high maturity (M3) in terms of accomplishing a
specific task, a high relationship/low task style (S3) had the highest
probability of success; and finally, a low relationship/low task style
(S4) had the hig11est probability of success in working with people cf
high task relevant maturity (M4).

Thus Situational Leadership was the

interaction between the amount of direction and socioemotional su;>port
in relation to the needs of the follower.

Needs in this case

we~e

in

relation to the maturity of the indi11idual to perform and be confident
in that performance.
The leader diagno&eJ the situation t0 cietermine the maturity of
followers.

It was advocated that as the maturity of followers

increased in terms of accomplishment of specific tasks, the leader
would begin t.:> reduce task behavior and increase relatior:ship behavior. The rever3e was true in cases where the individual or group was
less mature.
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As followers became above-average 1n maturity, it

wa~

expected

that the leader should reduce both task and relationship behaviors.

It

was felt that a person or group that had achieved this level of
sophistication was able to provide personal direction and those
necessary psychological strokes.

Essentially, Situational Leadership

Theory states that when a leader diagnosed a particular situation and
chose a style that was most appropriate to that situation, the result
was a highly effective interaction of leadership style and follower
maturity which resulted in the ultimate in production.
Cawelti (1979) stated that "the maturity level is an insufficient
determinant of leadership style" (p. 377).

He felt it was an important

factor which was not developed in the well known Ohio State Studies

03

initiating structure and consideration behavior, nor was it used in
Blake and Mouton's Managerial Grid where the most appropriate style
demonstrated equal concern for people and production.

For Cawelti, a

more difficult aspect of leadership training was the matter of appropriate relationship behavior.

He stated,

People car. be trained to improve task behavior such as goal
setting, structuring work, etc., more easily than to learn how to
use praise and socioemotional support (relationship behavior.)
effectively (p. 400).
The

que~tion

ship style?

then arose:

Can an individual change his leader-

Leadership style, as used in the literature, was

frequently defined by two major leader behaviors, consideration and
structure.

It was the perceived behavior pattern that a person

exhibits when attempting to influence the Rctivities of others.

These
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behaviors, identified

~y

Halpin (1957) in the Ohio State University

Studies, are measured by asking subordinates to rate behaviors.

While

some people tended to be more democratic and considerate or directive
and structuring in their approach thar. others, Fiedler (1965) in a
article considered to what extent these behaviors could be
changed at will as required by many leadership training programs.
feels that there is little evidence that this car. be done.

He

One reason

was that individuals did not see themselves accurately, that is, as
others see them.
To illustrate this perception problem, Fiedler (1967) described a
study by I. R. Gochman in which self-descriptions of considerate and
structuring behaviors from 40 leaders of small military units were
obtained.

Gochman then asked the leaders' subordinates to describe the

leaders' behaviors on an identical questionnaire.

Although

th~

leaders

and subordinates were 1n close daily contact, the correlation between
leader- and member-described consideration scores was only 0.23 and
that for structuring was only 0.18, neither being significant.
Fiedler concludes that "it seems highly unlikely, therefore, that
these leaders can choose to change their behavior in a specific way
that will be apparent to the members of the group" (p. 395).

He felt

that the goal of training be construed as teaching leaders to modify
their situations rather than their leadership style in order to bring
about improved organization perfonnance.
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According t0 Huckaby (1980), situational models, as proposed by
Fiedler and Hersey and Blanchard, were based on a need to recognize
that the appropriateness of any

lead~rship

to which it was suited to the situation.

style depended on the extent
These models provided

knowledge in the form of conceptual tools that assisted leaders
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understanding the relationship between certain situational demands and
leader effectiveness.

"Knowledgeable leaders possess many tools and

have the ability to employ them appropriately" (p. 615).
Using the constructs in their model, Hersey and Blanchard
required more data tc suppcrt their hypotheses regarding Siteational
Leadership theory.

Consequently, they

dev~loped

the Leader Effec-

tiveness and Adaptability Description instrument which will be discussed in detail in Chapter III.

Basically, this instrument was used

by Hersey and Blanchard to help leaders examine their leadership style,
style range and leadership effectiveness.

These leadership variables

will be extensively examined in the final phase of this literature
review.
Situational Leadership Studies

The current writers

rese~rching

Situational Leadership Theory

have demonstrated that organizational leadership had two major dimensions--the performance of the organization and the socioemotional needs
of persons in the organization.

In addition, the

majo~ity

of the

evidence showed th.at no one style of leadership is consistently more
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effective than another.

Leaders perceived to be moreeffective are

task-oriented at times and concerned with socio-emotional needs at
other times.

One such study which examined leadership style and effec-

tiveness in a school setting was conducted by Smith (1975).
Smith found support for the precursor to Situational Leadership
Theory, Hersey and Blanchard's Life Cycle Leadership Theory, in her
investigation of the relationship between leader effectiveness and the
existence of a match of leadership style with follower maturity in
crban elementary schools.

Follower maturity was defined as teacher's

time competence and inner-directed support or independence, and was
measured by a Personnel Orientation Inventory.

Principals' leader

effectiveness was defined in terms of three types of
data:

s~hool

district

student achievement test scores, student attitudes about school,

and teacher job satisfaction.

Principals' leadership styles were

identified by principal responses to the Leader Effectiveness and
Adaptability Description.
Smith found significant positive correlations between effectiveness and Style 1 behavior when matched with low-level follower
maturity and effectiveness, and Style 2 and 3 when matched with
average-level follower maturity.

Further, a stepwise regression of

time-competence, task, and relationship as related to effectiveness
showed the directions of the relationships to be as predicted by the
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Life Cycle theory.

Smith concluded that the findings suggested appli-

cability of this theory in the selecting, pairing, and training of
urban eiementary school principals and staff.
Beck (1978) iJentified the teacher maturity level of his elementary school sample by teachers' and principals' responses to a maturity
scale developed by Hambleton, Blanchard, and Hersey.

He investigated

the concept that leader effectiveness results from the adaptation of
leadership style to follower task relevant maturity.

A field test was

designed with twenty-one elementary school principals and eighty-five
teachers to research this Situational Leadership Theory major concept.
The conclusions reported were that there were strong indications
that the maturity scale did not discriminate levels of the relevant
maturity accurately.

There were also questions about the instruments

which measured leadership and effectiveness and the data collection
procedure.

As a result of these methodological problems, the

researcher was unable to make a definitive statement about the validity
of Situational Leadership theory.
possible.

However, some conclusions were

First, there was a tendency for Style 2

(high relation-

ship/high task) to be perceived as the most effective style regardless
of the follouers' maturity levt:?l.

Second, the high relationship styles

(S2-S3) were perceived to be significantly more effective than the low
relationship styles (Sl-S4) regardless of task-relevant

ma~urity.
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Clark (1981) also used the Hambletcn, Blanchard and Hersey
Maturity Scale to identify teacher maturity level, but had only the
teacher participants respond to the instrument.

He field-tested the

Situational Leadership Theory Model using a sample of 50 p.:incipals,

275 teachers and 7 czntral office supervisors in a large city school
district in Massachusetts.

Each follower completed the leadership

style and maturity scale instruments relative to a specific task
generated by a state-mandated teacher evaluation program.

The panel of

seven central office supervisors provided leader effectiveness data on
each principal.

Clark reported:

In some cases leadership style/maturity level matches were correlated with high leader effectiveness; in other cases, stylematurity m2tches were associated with low leader effectiveness (p.
4900).
Again, the Maturity Scale appeared to fail to discriminate levels of
maturity and the validity results were inconclusive.

As in the Beck

(1978) study, Styles 2, 3, and 4 were considered by teachers to be
effective in some situations, with the high relationship styles (Styles
2 and 3) rated as most effective.

Style 4 was considered least

effective in many cases, even when matched with the theoretically
appropriate maturity level.

Style 3 was found to be the most prevalent

style, i.e., the style exhibited most frequently by principals.
These conclusions suggest the need to conduct future research in
varions education settings with improved methodology and refined
instrumentation.

Further, Situational Leadership Theory should have

perhaps been adapted for use in public school districts by compensating
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for the apparent need of the followers for
behaviors.

hig~

'

relationship leader

Also, the concept of degree of difficulty should be

integrated into the task-relevant component cf the follower maturity
level portion of the theory to encourage followers to report lower
levels of maturity.

In addition, the past and/or present leader/

follower relationship should be factored into the leadership style
portion of the Situational Leadership Theory.
Boucher (1980) examined the relationship between leader effectiveness and the existence of a match of leadership style with follower
maturity in a college-level intramural/recreational sport environment.
Maturity level of student followers was identified by student responses
to an Ability to Perform Appraisal form, and leader effectiveness 0f
program directors was identified by student responses to a Leadership
Effectiveness Appraisal form.

Leadership style was considered to be

two dimensional, consisting of

task-orien~ed

behavior.

and relationship-oriented

Task relevant ability maturity was the psychological

willingness and the technical, educational, or experimental capabilities to perform a job optimally.

Leadership effectiveness was

ccnaidered to be the dependent variable based upon the perception of
the individual follower.
~andomly

A total of 174 leader-follower dyads from 120

selected colleges and universities were used in the study.

The results of the study suggest the partial validation of the
Situational Leadership Theory mo<lel.

Matches were considered to be

leader dyads where the leader style and followers task relevant ability
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were congruent.

AT-test yielded a T of 294, indicating there was a

meaningful difference in the mean effectiveness of the Situational
Leadership Theory variables.

Boucher then conducted four separate

analyses of each leadership quadrant.

He discovered a statistically

significant relationship in all but the Style 2 quadrant of high
relationship and high task.

Specifically, he grouped his data into

leader style/follower maturity matches and nonmatches.

He found mean

effectiveness for the matched groups to be significantly higher than
for the unmatched groups.

However, when the interaction between match

and effectiveness was analyzed separately for each leadership style,
three of the four styles yielded nonsignificant results. Boucher
concluded that the findings suggested partial validation of the
Situational Leadership Theory Model in intramural/recreational sport
envirornnents.
Other studies investigated correlations of principals' leadership
effectiveness with other variables.

Fish (1981) investigated the

relationship between principals' leadership styles acd leader effectiveness as indicated by teacher satisfaction with the early childhood
program in which they worked.

Principals' leadership styles were

identified using two versions of the Situational Leadership questionnaire:

the LEAD-Self for the principals' responses, and the LEAD-Other

for teachers' responses.

Level of teacher satisfaction was identified

through the use of a questionnaire designed by the researcher.

This

research method was somewhat different from ell of the studies reported
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in this review.

All of tl1e other studies chiefly used a quantitative

design which was rooted in statistical procedures.

The qualitative

design of Fish relied on observation, interviews, and some quantitative
procedures.

She observed and interviewed directors, teachers, and

parents from seven large child development centers.

Fish also admini-

stered two leadership questionnaires, the LEAD-Self and LEAD-Other
instruments (see Appendices A and B) in order to compare her findings.
The comparison of data produced some discrepancy between the
questionnaire data and the interview data.

Specifically, the question-

naires were reporting the traditional results, namely the support for
relationship behavior and less task-relevant behavior. However, when
she probed into the concerns and

recom~endations

of her interview data,

she discovered a strong support for task-relevant behavior fron both
leaders and followers.

These results were in direct contrast to the

findings of Beck and Clark.

They both supported che concept that

followers and leaders seldom preferred task-relevant behavior over
relationship behavicr.

Beck, Clark and Fish determined effectiveness

through the perceptions of followers concerning the leaders' behaviors,
clearly suggesting that high relationship behaviors from

le~ders

appeared to be needed by followers, independent of their task maturi:y
level.

Also, low relationship behavior by leaders appeared not to be
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desired by followers at any maturity level. Conversely, "thP. percerticn
of supervisors regarding leaders who do not behave in a Style 1 (high
taskilow relationship) and Style 4 (low task/low relationship) mode
are perceived as ineffective" (p. 1469).
Diamond (1979) investigated the relationships between K-5
teachers' perceptions of the elementary principals' effectiveness J.n
the utilization of situational leadership and the teachers' 3elfassessed levels of self-actualization.
was made to determine the following:

More specifically, an attempt
(1) If there was a significant

relationship between the effectiveness of the elementary

principal~'

use of situational leadership behavior, as measured by Hersey

g~d

Blanchard's Leadership Effectiveness Adaptability Description (LEADOther) and K-5 teachers' level of self-actualization as
Shostrom's Personal Orientation Inventory (POI).

measur~d

by

(2) If teachers'

perceptions of any variables within the LEAD-Other (style, style
profile, style adaptability) were consistently identified with high
levels of self-actualization.

(3) If there were any subvariables

within the POI which were consistently identified with

hig~

levels of

LEAD adaptability.
From a sample of 116 classroom teachers (K-5) in a small district
in Florida, data were collected utilizing Shostrom's Personal Orien-

tation Inventory (POI) and Hersey and Blanchard's Leadersr..ip Effectiveness Adaptability Description (LEAD-Other) instruments.

Diamond

found no statistically significant relationship between effectiveness
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sco.~es and teachers' self-assessed levels of self-actualization.

The

LEAD-Other data of this study did indicate that teachers who perceived
the principal as effective also perceived the principal's leadership
behavior as a Style 2.

Teachers who perceived the principal as

ineffective perceived the leader behavior as Style 4.

There was little

difference between the number of teachers who viewed their principals'
leadership behavior as Style 2 versus Style 4.
Diamond concluded his study with specific recommendations for
further study.

They included:

(1) studies to determine if principals

could be trained to vary their leadership style; (2) studies to
determine the
be~avior

tea~hers'

perceptions of their principals'

ac~ual

rather than through analysis of test scores only; and (3)

studies to determi.ne appropriate norms fer teacher populations on the

POI.
Weston (1979) conducted a study comparing elementary school
principals' leadership effectiveness and styles with those of directors
of elementary education using a Hersey and Blanchard instrument titled
LEAD-Schools.

Specifically, the study examined differences between

elementary principals and directors of elementary education on var1ableo of leadership effectiveness, leadership style, and style range in
relation to school situations described in LEAD-Schools, an experimental instrument developed by Hersey, Blanchard and Hambleton.
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The subjects were a random sample of

el~mentary

princi?als and

all directors of elementary education in the Cooperating School
District of the St. Louis

Subu~ban

LEAD-Schools and asked to respond.

Area.

Each subject was mailed

The total sample was eighty-four

elementary principals and directors of elementary education.

The final

sample included fifty-eight subjects or sixty-nine percent of the
original sample.
Weston reported that the results of an analysis of variance
indicated more similarities than differences between the two leader
groups.

On a forty-point effectiveness scale, the mean effectiveness

score was 17.56 for principals and 15.92 for directors.

Both groups

had a dominant leadership style of high task/high relationship

(Styl~

2) and both failed to use the style of low task/low relationship (Style
4) to any degree.
Walter et al. (1980) examined the validity issue by investigating
the relationship between responses on a version of the Leader Behavior
Description Questionnaire (LBDQ-·XII) and responses on a newly developed
education version of LEAD-Self.
would measure connnon constructs.

It was assumed that both instruments
The LEAD measures task and rela-

tionship behavior and the LBDQ-XII measures, among other dimensions,
initiating structure and consideration.

Their findi~gs indicated that

principals perceived by teachers as "always" initiating structure
tended to have high task/low relationship (Style l) responses on the
LEAD-Self and did not have high effectiveness scores.

Principals
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perceived as "seldom" or "never" initiating structure tended to have
low task/high relationship (Style 3) responses on the LEAD-Self.

These

findings were considered to be some indication of validity of the
education version of the LEAD.
Further, principals indicating high task/low relationship
behaviors (Style 1) were viewed by teachers as considerate, whereas
principals indicating high task/high relationship behaviors (Style 2)
were perceived as being gble to reconcile conflicting demands.
Principals indicating high relationship/low task behavior (Style 3)
were viewed unfavorably by teachers.

Teachers saw them as not assuming

their proper role, and as unable to reconcile conflicting demands,
tolerate uncertainty, or predict outcomes accurately.

Principals

indicating low task/low relationship behaviors (Style 4) were perceived
as emphasizing production.
Sununary

Leadership in general and effective leadership were the fccus cf
investigation and research.
three distinct periods.

Research in leadership was divided into

The first period (pre-Ohio State Leadership

Studies) focused on theories which sought to identify specific personality traits which distinguished leaders from non-leaders, while the
second period (Ohio State Leadership Studies) focused on leadership
style theories.

The researchers attempted to find a particular

leadership style that was the most effective.

The development of the
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Ohio State Model which proposed two dimensions, initiating structure
and consideration, was used to form a matrix for the development of
four different leadership styles.
w~ich

However, the variety of the studies

tested four different styles indicated that tl-.ere was no one

single style which proved to be universally the most effective.
The third period (Contingency Leadership Studies) of research in
the field of leadership dealt with the most recent theories, situational theories.

The essence of these theories was that no one leader-

ship style was best; but rather, one particular style would be most
effective in a specific situation.
During the last fifteen years, Situational 1eadership Theory has
enjoyed support in industrial and educational settings.

However, of

the major theories, Fiedler's Contingency Theory is the only
situational theory that has been validated.
the theory with the least applicability.

Even so, it seemed to be

Research

indi~ated

that

Situational Leadership Theory, by using the four basic styles from
years of research of the Ohio State Studies, allowed for greater
leadership beha?ior than the contingency model.

Also it was deve-

lopmental in nature which could be used to facilitate both personal and
organizational growth.

Analysis of the review of this literature

seell'ed to suggest that Situational Leadership Theory was very comprel1ensive, practical, and rooted in sound leadership research.

However,

as indicated in the most current research regarding Situational
Leadership Theory, the theory was unable to solicit the maturity
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factors of followers accurately with the current method of collecting
data. Therefore, it.s major limitation was that it had not been
subje~ted

to research which could validate its major premises.

Regardless, Hersey and Blanchard's Situational Leadership Theory
has been accepted by a wide range of people in various work environ~ents,

This acceptance verified and supported Situational Leadership

Theory's strong face validity.

The purpose of this study was to

investigate and supply evidence to validate Hersey and Blanchard's
Sii.:uational Leadership Theory in the school environment.

It was a

field test of the basic premise of Situational Leadership Theory that
adapting leadership styles to follower task-relevant maturity resulted
in leader effectiveness from the perception of the follower. Specifically, the research examined the effect Situational Leadership Theory
training has upon leadership style and effectiveness and the resulting
relationships between teachers and principals.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents a description of the

stu~y

and the

population, instrumentation, procedures for data collection, scoring
and analysis.
Sample

The population consisted of elementary school principals and
their teachers.

The school principals were selected for this

research because of the Situational Leadership Training they received
as pa:-t of an administrative inservice program.

The administrators

were employed in two northern Illinois public school districts,
representing twenty-nine schools.
All of the principals, twenty-nine

in

total, were required to

participate in Situation3l Leadership Theory training.

At the

conclusion of the required training, the principcls were invited to
volunteer for follow-up leadership sessions throughout the school
year. A total of sixteen principals agreed to participate in the
follow-up leadership training sessions. Twelve of the sixteen
principals worked

1::i

K-6 schools, while the re1aainder of the sample
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wer2 at the junior hlgh level.

The

pri~cipals'

experience ranged

from two to twenty-three years, and fifty-five percent of the group
had worked in their buildings for over ten years (see Appendix A).
Th~

student population ranged from 200 in the smallest elementary

school to 608 students in the largest junior high building.
The sixteen principdls were requested to identify teachers in
their buildings whom, first, they had worked with for a m1n1mum cf
one year, and, second, they felt would accurately report their
leadership ability.

The teachers were reques.ted to complete

a

pre-and post-questionnaire covering the leadership style flexibility
and effectiveness of their principals. The total number of teachers
who participated in the study was sixty-four.
The sixteen principals all received

follow-~p

instruction

improving their diagnostic skills in problem situations.

for

The prin-

cipals had a total of four seminar sessions scheduled throughout the
school year.
cip~ls
th~

At the

~onclusion

of the seminar sessions, the prin-

and their teachers were given the LEAD instruments to measure

principals' leadership effectiveness gains.
The researcher discovered that based upon the LEAD results, the

school districts concluded that six-months was an insufficient amount
of t.i.me in which to measure any significant behavior changes in the
principals. Therefore, in order to thoroughly research the effects
that Situational Leadership Training had upon the behaviors of school
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principals, a longevity follow-up sturiy would have to take place.
Als.:>, the results would provide needed information to assist in the
validatio~

process of Situational Leadership Theory.

The sample chosen for this longevity research was the extended
leadership training session in which sixteen principals volunteered
to participate.

However, due to the time period of three years

between the original training year and this research, the number of
principals available was reduced to eleven. Five principals were
unavailable because of retirement, reassignment, or career change.
Also, the teachers who participated in the original data-gatt1ering
year were not available because their identities were never revealed
to the school districts.

However, the sample of teachers was

deter:nined by using the same criteria from the training year; that
is:

to have w.:>rked with the principal for at least one year.
Instrumentation

The primary instrument •.itilized to establish the principals'
leadership style and effectiveness was the Leader Effectiveness and
Adaptability Description (see Appendix Band C).

These were the

identical instruments used during the principals' initial training
year.
The LEAD was developed by Hersey and Blanchard and first
appeared in the literature in the Training and Development Journal
(1969).

It was designed to medsure three aspects of the leader's
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behavior:

(1) hasic style, (2) number of styks, and (3) style

adaptability effectiveness. The LEAD has two versions, the LEAD-Self
and LEAD-Other.

The first, LEAD-Self, measured the principal's self-

perception of how he behaved as a leader (see Appendix B).

The

principals' data was judged in relationship to the perceptions of a
style by others.

Therefore, this research data depended upon how

closely the principal's style identification matched that of the
teacher's perception.
The instrument used to measure the accuracy of the principal's
sel f·-generated data was the LEAD-Other (see Append ix C) .

This

instrument was developed to measure the teachers' perceptions of the
principal's style, ,Style range and style adaptability.

The com-

parison became essential in this study because it served as the basis
for comparing the data between the LEAD instruments and the
from the

t~achers

r~sults

and principals structured interview surveys.

In

addition to the style, style range and style adaptability, the LEAD
instruments also produced an effectiveness quotient when used with
the TridiCTensional Leader Eff:ctiveness
Appendix D).

The four

lead~r::;hip

Mod~l

of Rcddin's (see

quadrants of the Tri-Dimensiond

model depicted the task/relationship behaviors that a leader should
Jemonstrate

to ensure optimum effactiveness.

diagnostic problem-solving

~kills

leader's effectiveness rating.

Hence, improving oae's

was essential to improving a

The. LEAD instrument was designed to

measure a leader's diagnostic skills.

The LEA;) (Appendicies B and C)

consists of twelve unique task-relevant situations in which the

Cl 1
-· .L

leader was to select one of the alternative solutions which corresponded to Hersey and Blanchard's four leadership styles. These
alternatives

al~o

were correlated to the four quadrants of the

Tridimensional Model (Appendix D).

Therefore, the choices the

principal selects produced both leadership style and effectiveness
scores.
The scori:lg pr0cedur.e for the LEAD instru:nents was based up·:>n a
weighting of +2 to -2 fvr respon3es to each of the twebre situations.
The most appropriate leader behavior for a given situation was
weighted +2, the second best alternative was weightE.d +l, the

tl~ird

was weighted -1, and the least appropriate leader behavior wad
weighted -2 (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).

The instruments then yielderl

an effectiveness, or style adaptability score, ranging from -24,
least effective, to +24, most effective.
In addition, the LEAD instruments provided information about
the number of styles the principal exhibited.

Exa.~ination

of the

questionnaire resp.:>nses was used to determine in which style
categories responses occurred and the frequency of those responses.
The leader's basic style was considered the style category
receiving the greatest number of responses.

Supporting styles were

those in which a style category received two or more responses.

The

basic and supporting style then comprised the leader's style range
(Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).
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A complete study of the standardization and validity study of
the LEAD instruments was presented in the manual for that instrument
by Greene ( 1980).

Greene described how the LEAD-Self was stan-

dardized on the responses of 264 managers who ranged in age from 21
to 64. Fourteen percent were at the high level of management, SS
percent were middle managers, and 30 percent of the subjects were at
the entry level of management.

The twelve-item validities for the

adaptability scores ranged from 0.11 to 0.52 with 83 percent of ti:e
coefficients at 0.25 or higher.

Eleven coefficients were significant

at the 0.01 level and one was significant at the 0.05 level.
In two administrations spaced over a period of six weeks, the
reliability of the LEAD-Self was reported as moderately strong.
Seventy-five percent of the managers had maintained their basic
leadership style. The contingency coefficients were both 0.71 and
each was significant at the 0.01 level.

Greene (1980) concluded,

"the LEAD-Self scores remained relatively stable across time, and the
user may rely on the results as consistent measures" ( p. 2). FinalJ.y
according to Greene, the logical validity of the instrument was
cl~arly

established; the face validity was based on a review of the

items; and content validity was established through the procedures
employed to create the original set of items.
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Many other empirical studies of Situational Leadership Theory
used the LEAD instruments modifications as research tools for
gathering leadership data for their analyses.

As a result of these

leadership studies, approximately half of them were able to provide
partial support for Situational Leadership Theory.
Two such studies were conducted by Beck (1978) and Clark
(1981).

Both researchers investigated the premise that leader

effectiveneas resulted from the adaptation of leader style to the
followers' task-relevant maturity. The LEAD instruments in these two
studies were used in conjunction with the Hersey, Blanchard and
~eilty

maturity scale (see Appendix E).

the special mat11rity

sc.~le

Beck and Clark reported that

data failed to discriminate the maturity

levels of the teachers which made their research findings very
inconclusive.

However, they

repo~ted

that information collected with

the LEAD instruments from the teachers and principals regarding their
perceptions was accurate.
Boucher (1980) also examined the relationship between leader
effectiveness in a college-level recreatioaal sports program.

The

leadership style data was also correlated with the Hersey, Blanchard
and Keilty maturity instrument (Appendix E).

The scores derived from

the LEAD-Self and the maturity appraisal forn provided sufficient
evidence to partially validate Situational Leadership Theory.
Two other studies which examined the correlations between the
principals' leadership effectiveness and their diagnostic skills were
conducted by Fish (1981) and Diamond (1979).

These studies compared
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the data regarding the principals effectiveness from the LEAD
instrument and an interview tool and found significant discrepand.es.

These conflicts developed in relationship t0 the effec-

tiveness ratings as measured by the Reddins' Tridimensional Effective Model and the statements collected by the researcher over the
same subject. However, the information from the interviews did
support the leadership style data which was collected by the LEAD
instruments.
Concerned with the discrepancies in his study regarding the
effectiveness ratings produced on the LEAD and that collected from
the interview, Diamond (1980) had strong recommendations regarding
future

le~dership

studies.

He concluded that further perception

studies should concentrate on actual behavior in conjunction with
analyses of the sr.ores on the LEAD instruments.
Further advantages for the use of both instruments were cited
by Selltiz, Wrightsman, et al. (1960).

They felt that the maior

advantage of the questionnaire approach was its insurance of
uniformity from one measurement situation to another.

Another

advantage of the surveys which were conducted through personal
interviews was that they offered additional information when used in
conjunction with standard

questionnai~e

forms.

They felt that many

people reacted more favorably to a personal interview than to an
impersonal questionnaire.

The flexibility offered with the use of

the interview technique ensured greater validity in that the interv·iewee was completely sure of the quest ionG asked.

The interviewer
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was

1n a

position to observe not only 'vhat the respondent said but

also how he said it.

The instrument which was used to conduct tb.e

structured interview was based on the validated LEAD instruments. Its
purpose was to gain more insight and subjective infonnation to
complement the closed questionnaire results.

A more complete

explanation of the qualitative instruments used in this research will
be discussed in the next segment of this chapter, beginning with the
teacher's questionnaire and concluding with the principal's survey.
Teacher Interview

Questionn~ire

This instrument was specifically developed for this study by
the researcher.

Its primary purpose was designed to help teachers

select specific behaviors of their principals which would result
identifying the principals' basic styles,

~umber

in

of styles, and

effectiveness leadership styles.
The form listed seven questions with two requiring multiple
responses and one seeking open-ended comments (see Appendix F).
form

reque~ted

The

the teachers to identify which leadership style was

most dominantly used and which style was used least frequently.

In

adJition, the teachers were requested to rate each of the four styles
according to how effective their principal would demonstrate that
style.
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The instrument attempted to make operational the two dimensions
central to the model, task behavior a!:ld relationship behavior.

All

the comments were analyzed for the common traits which would indicate
the

leader'~

most dominant style and the leadership style used least.

Piloting of this instrument was conducted by giving successive
drafts to a panel of educational administration experts, Dr. Donald
Torreson, Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Barbara Nunney, Associate
Superintendent for Instruction, and Dr. Robert Wilhite, Assistant
Curricultun Director, until no further modification was warranted.
Principals' Leadership Questionnaire

This instrument format was developed by the researcher 5pecif ically for this leadership study.

It was designed to collect data

regarding the school principal's leadership styles and effectiveness.
The principals' questionnaire consists of twelve questions dealing
with on-the-job situational problems and four alternative solutions
to these problems (see Appendix E).
The questionnaire problems and alternatives were similar to
those on the LEAD-Self instrwnent.

However, the major difference was

that through the structured interview the principal discussed his
logic or rationale for selecting the solution to the questions.
Spec.i.fically, the researcher read the situational problem and
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possible solutions and then informed the principal of his answer. The
principals' verbal answers and comments were recorded on the questionnaire.
The interview data was coded and placed into one of the four
leadership styles from the Hersey and Blanchard model.

The data was

analyzed in relation to how closely the information correlated with
the two basic variables of Situational Leadership Theory, task
behavior and relationship behavior.

Specifically, all of the

principals' responses dealing with a directing-type role (initiating
structure, opinion-giving, controlling) and aggressive-type behaviors
(criticizing, attacking personalities, demonstrating) were placed
into the Sl category of high task and low relationship.

All the

responses which dealt with clarifying-type behaviors (questioning,
elaborating, synthesizing, gaining commitment) and manipulative roles
(topic jumping, justifying) were placed into quadrant S2 of the
Leadership Model.

High relationship and low task (S3) were

supporting-type statements (encouragement, harmonizing, mediating,
reducing tensions) or dependent-type roles (nuturing, appeasing,
placating, sympathy seeking).

Finally, any of the principals'

statements which were attending-type behaviors such as active
1 isteni.1g, monitoring, information-gathering, or avoidance in nature

were placed into the last category of the Hersey and Blanchard
Situational Leadership Model of low relationship and low task (S4).
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Due to the fact that the interview questionnaire was similar to
the LEAD-Self instruments and that the principals' responses could be
categorized into a basic leadership quadrant, it was possible to
produce a quantitative score similar to the star.dard scoring
dur~s

of the LEAD instruments.

p~oce

Namely, the data was run through the

Tridimensional Leadership Model (see Appendix D), which yielded

a

basic leadership style, style range, and style effectiveness.
Piloting of this instrument was done in two stages.

The first

stage icvolved giving successive drafts to a panel of school experts
until no further modification was suggested.

The panel members

we~e

Dr. Raymond Rodriquez, Junior High principal, Dr. Donald Torreson,
Superintendent of Schools, and Dr. Barbara Nunney, Assistant Superintendent of Instruction.
Design of Study

The survey data was collected using the LEAD questionnaire and
the LEAD interview.
principals.

Each instrument was used with both teachers and

The LEAD questionnaire data provided needed uniformity

for comparison with the structured interview data, and the interview
instrument provided the principals and teachers an opportunity to
qualify their responses on the LEAD instrument.
The study did not have a control group; however, it did compare
two sets of data from the principals over two

treatment periods.

the first period data was collected during the original treatment

In
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period which was six months after the specialized training.

In the

second period the data was collected three years following the
specialized leadership training.
Data Collect ion

The data were collected in four procedural steps.

The first

step involved the survey questionnaire data from the original group
of trained principals.

The two versions of the LEAD instruments were

used to gather the pre and postdata during this stage of the
research.

The primary objective was to assess the principals'

leadership styles and effectiveness for traini11g purposes.
were collected

dur~ng

The data

the summer workshop prior to the leadership

training by Dr. Ronald Warwick of the National College of Education.
The postdata were collected from sixteen principals who had volunteered to participate in the follow-up study group.
The sixteen principals received follow-up training regarding
the diagnostic skills needed to implement Situational Leadership
Theory effectively.

The sessions dealt with performance management,

mai.Mgement process, and power techniques.

Fol lowing r.he six-montl:i

training period, a posttest was administered to these principals and
their teachers in order to examine the impact of situational. leadership upon their leadership abilities.
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In the third phase of the research, an invitational letter was
sent to each of the sixteen principals who participated in the
extended situational leadership training.

From the invitational

letter, eleven of the principals agreed to participate in the
follow-up study to their leadership training.

The five principal5

who did not accept the invitation to participate had either resigned
from their administrative positions or retired from the field of
education.
The participating school principals were sent a copy of tQe
LEAD-Self questionnaire to complete and return within two weeks.

The

school district's personnel directors agreed to supply a list of
teachers who had spent a minimum cf one year in each of the participating principal's buildings.

From this list four teachers were

randomly selected and invited to participate in the study. These
procedures were planned for. two purposes:

one, to assure the

teachers of complete anonymity, and second, to improve the accuracy
of the information given regarding their principals' leadership
ability. Further, all the teachers were contacted at home and asked
to participate in the study.

After a total of forty-four teachers

agreed to participate (four per principal), each teacher was sent the
LEAD-Other instrument and requested to return it within two weeks. As
will be discussed in the analysis section, the data from the initial
situational leadership training year were measilred against the
results from three years of usage of the skills the principals
developed in their leadership training.

In the final phase the data
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were collected by the researcher in structured interviews with the
teachers and principals.

Each interview was prearranged

~y

phone and

the questions wece all mailed prior to the actual conference date.
The entire interi1ie ..1 process took approximately two and one-half
m·::mths to complete.
Administration of the Instruments

The LEAD instruments were designed to be administered in both a
large-group setting and

a single individual.

limit for the completion of the instruments.
twenty

minut~s

There was no time
However, approximately

allowed most individuals to complete the LEAD-Self

o~

LEAD-Other.
The leadership interview instruments developed for. this study
were designed to be administered individually.

Again, there was no

time limit placed upon the completion of the structured interviews.
Th~

average time that the teacher interviews took was approximat2ly

twenty to twenty-five minutes, while the principal

intervie~s

laste<l

between sixty and ninety minutes.

Scoring

The style scores were determined by circlir.g the response
option selected for each situation fro:n the LEAD instru!l1ents in Table
1 below.

Then the number of times each style was selected was

counte.:i by totaling each column.

The combined total of the four
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style scores equaled twelve.

The scores from Colu21n 1 and 2 wer,2

posted on the Tridimcnsional Model corresponding with the quadrants
and subcolumn number. For example, the Column 1 score was posted in
Style 1, Column 2 posted in Style 2, etc., until all four styles were
plotted.

The quadrant with the highest numerical value became the

dominant style, while the least value quadrant was the least-used
style.

Next, the scores from the attitude table were quantified and

an effective score plus or minus was factored. This score was then
posted on the bottom line of the scoring sheet (Appendix D).
This scoring model produced a dominant leadership style and
reported how effective or ineffective the individ:.ial was when making
decisions regarding the maturity level of followers.
The adaptability score was obtained by indicating the response
option selected for each situation on Table 2.
numerical values yielded the adaptability score.

Then a total of the
The weighting of +2

to -2. was based upon the Situational Leadership Model.

The

lead<!~

behavior with the highest probability of success was weighted +2. The
beha,rior with lowest probability of success was weighted -2.

The

second best alternative was +l and the third was -1.
Leadership Interview.
into the categories
of the research.

~hich

The interview data were coded and placed

emerged during the

con~ent

analysis

ph~se

The analyses were judged in re'i.atlvn to the two

basic variables of Situational Leadership Theory, task behavior, and
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relationship behavior.

These findings were then placed into the

Situational Leadership model and scored in a similar manner as the
standard LEAD instruments.
Analysis

The data were arranged in categories in the research so that
each principal had a score corresponding to the following headings:
LEAD Pretest, Posttest (6 months), Posttest three years, Number of
Styles, Basic Style, Interview, and Effectiveness.

The means and

standard deviations were calculated for all pretest and posttest
scores on basic style, number of styles, and on effer.tiveness.

The

differences in the pretest and posttest effectiveness and number of
styles scores were assessed using a paired T-test analysis

whic~

could best handle continuous variables, interval data and testing for
the differences between two means.

In addition, the differences

in

the pretest and posttest style scores as well as style scores
obtained from the interviews were assessed

u~ing

a chi-square. The

relationship between the principals' scores on the LEAD-Self and each
teacher's score on the LEAD-Other were analyzed by using the Pearson
product moraent ccefficient of correlation analysis.
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The structured

i~terview

was based upon the LEAD instruments

which utilized a content gnalysi3 technique.

Interview data were

coded and placed into one of the four leadership styles from the
Hersey and Blanchard model and processed through the Tridimensional
Leadership Model.
This chapter focused on the validity studies of the leadership
assessment instruments, data collection instruments, and procedures
followed.

The analysis of the data and findings related to the

hypotheses below formed the basis for the next chapter.

1.

There is no significant difference between the teachers'

and principals' identification of the principal's basic leadership
style before and after situational leadership training after six
months between pretest and posttest.
2.

There is no significant difference between the teachers'

and principals' identification of the principal's basic leadership
style before and after situational leadership training after three
years belween pretest and posttest.

3.

There is no significant difference in the principals'

identification of the number of leadership styles exhibited before
and after situaticnal
pcetest and posttest.

lead~rship

training after six months between
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4.

There is no significant difference in the principals'

identification of the number of leadership styles exhibited before
and after situational leadership training after three

y~ars bet~een

pretest and posttest.
5.

There is no significant difference in the teachers'

identification of the number of principal's leadership styles
exhibited before and after situational leadership training after six
months between pretest and posttest.
6.

There is no significant difference 1n the teachers'

identification of the number of principal's ieadership styles
exhibited before and after situational leadership training after
three years between pretest and posttest.
7.

There is no significant difference 1n the principal's

identifica~ion

of his leadership effectiveness before a3d after

situational leadership training after six months between pretest and
post test.
8.

There is no significant difference in the principal's

identification of his

leadersh~p

effectiveness before and after

situational leadership training after three years between pretest and
post test.
9.

There is no significant difference in the teachers'

identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness before and
after situational leadership training after six months between
pretest and posttest.
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10.

There is no significant difference in the teachers'

identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness before and
after situational leadership training after three years between
pretest and posttest.
11.

There is no significant difference between the teachers'

and principals' identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness before and after situational leadership training after six
months between pretest and posttest.
12.

There is no significant difference between the teachers'

and principals' identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness before and after situational leadership training after three
years between pretest and posttest.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

The purpose of this research was to analyze Situational Leadership Theory developed by Hersey and Blanchard in a school setting.
The basis of the theory was that leader effectiveness r2sults from
the adaptability of leadership style to the foilowers task relevant
maturity.
In this chapter the results of the data were reported and
analyzed in relatione;hip to the leadership behc:vior between school
principals and teachers.

Area One deals with the principals' and

teachers' identification of the principal's basic leadership style.
Area Two reported and analyzed the principals' and teachers' identification of the number of styles used by the principal.

Area Three

reported the data relative to the principals' and teachers' identification of the principal's effectiveness.
The data was arranged in categories sc that each principal had
scores corresponding to the following headings:

Lead Pretest (A),

Lead Posttest Six Months, Number of Styles, Basic Style Interview,
Effectiveness, aud Post Three Years.
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The means and standard deviations were

cal~ulated

for all

pretest and posttest scores on basic style, number of styles, and
effectiveness.

The differences in the pretest and posttest effec-

tiveness and number of styles were assessed using a paired T-test
analysis for continuous variables and interval data.

In addition,

the differences in the pretest and posttest style scores as well as
style scores obtained from the interviews, were assessed ustng a
chi-square statistical procedure.

The relationship between the

principals' and the teachers' identification of the principal's
leadership style and effectiveness was analyzed by calculating the
Pearson-produ=t moment coefficient of correlation analysis.
The structured interviews were based upon the LEAD instrument
and evaluated using a content analysis technique.

The interview data

was coded and placed into one of the four leadership

style~

in Hersey

and Blanchard's Situational Leadership Model and ccored through the

Tridimensio0.1l Leadership Model.
The population consisted of eleven elementary school principals
and their teachers.

The school principals were selected for

t~1is

research because of the leadership training they received as part of
their yearly administrative in-service program.

The administrators

were from two northern Illinois public school districts representing

twenty-nine schools. Specific demographic data is located in
Appendix A.
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Area 1:

Basic Principal Leadership Style

Table 2 summarizes the principals' self-identification of basic
leadership style.

During the pretraining period assessment, five

principals (45%) identified Style 2 (selling) as basic.

The

remaining six principals (55%) all identified basic styles of S3,
participation (27%); S2-S4, selling, delegating (18%); and S2-S3,
selling, participating (9%).
At the six-month post-assessment stage, six principals (55%)
identified Style 3,

participating, as their basic style.

Two of the

principals (18%) identified leadership Style 4, delegating, as their
basic style.

The remal.ning sample of principals (27%) ident i fie<l

leadership Styles 1,3, telling, participating (9%); Styles 2,3,
selling, participating (9%); and Styles 2,4, selling, delegating
(9%), as their basic leadership style.
At the three-year post-assessment four principals (36%)
identified Style 3, participating, as their basic one.

The other

seven principals (64%) were distributed .'Ir.long the remaining five
categories.
';lithin two months of the post three-year assessment, the
principals' interview data revealed thatsix principals (55%) identified Style 3, participation, as basic.

Three principals (27%)

identified Style 2, selling, and two principals (18%) identified
Style 4, delegating, as their basic leadership style.
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Table 2.

Principals' self-identification of
basic leadership style

Style

Pretraining

Post 6 Honths

Post 3 Years

Interview

1
2

5 (45:n

3

3 c2n)

4

2

(18~0

3 c2n'.)

6 ( 55/~)

4

(30/~)

6 (55%)

2 (18%)

1 ( 9%)

2 (18%)

1 (

1,2

1 (

1,3
2,3

1 ( 9%)

2,4

2

(18~0

1,2,3,4

-----

N

11

1 ( 9%)

9/~)

1 ( 9%)
1 (

ll

O"I\
J /() /

1 (

Q~I)

- .o"

n)

11

------------

11
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There was an increase of basic styles identified by principals
throughout the various stages of the study.

Table 2 revealed four

basic styles in the preassessment, five of the six-post, six-month
stage, and seven at the three-year interval.

Overall, there was a

28 % increase in basic style identification by the principals.

Style

1 (telling) was the only style not identified as basic by any of the

principals throughout the study.

However, Style 1 (telling) was

identified in combination with Styles 2, 3, and 4

thro~ghout

the

assessment periods identified in Table 2.
The basic leadership style most identified throughout the study
was Style 3 (participating).

In addition, the consistancy of Style 3

(participating) as being the most dominant style chosen was supported
by the interview data (55%) as well.

Additional analysis of the

interview data revealed single style dominance as having a
hi~h-relationship
~

preference.

Table 3 reported the teachers' identi-

fication of the principals' leadership styles.
The teachers identified six principals (55%) as being basic
Style 2 (selling) at the pretraining period.
P~riod,

Also during this time

leadership Style 1, tellling (9%) and Style 3! participation

(9%), were identified by the teachers as basi~ styles.
t~achers

The remaining

identified Sl, S2, S3, and S4 for 18% of the principals.
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Table 3.

Teacher identification of principal's
basic leadership style

Style

Pre training

Post 6 Honths

Post 3 Years

9/~)

Interview

2

1

1 (

')

""

6 (55%)

5 (45%)

3

1 ( 91;)

2 (18%)

9~0

1 ( 9%)

9 (82%)

2 (18%)
.., (64%)
I

4
1,2

1 (

1 ( 9%)

1, 3
3 (27%)

2,3

1 ( 9%)

2,4
1,2,3,4

__2_(18/J_

N

11

11

(18~0

11

11
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At the six-month post-assessment period, teachers identified
five principals (45%) using basic Style 2, selling.

The balance of

the teachers identified the principals as using the following basic
leadership styles, Style 3, participation (18%); Styles 2, 3,
selling, participation (27%); and Styles 1, 2, telling, selling (9%).
During the three-year post-assessment, nine principals (82%)
were identified as basic Style 2, selling, while the remaining two
principals (18%) were identified as Sl:S2 or S2:S4.
Within two months of the three-year post-assessment, the
interview data indicated seven principals (64%) with basic Style 3,
participation.

Further, the interview data also indicated two

principals (18%) with basic Style 1, telling, and two principals with
baiic Style 2 (18%).
The basic leadership style identified by the teachers

~onsis

tently for principals was Style 2, selling. It was the only style
was identified by teachers at each assessment period of the study.
During the pretraining and post six-month assessment period, the
teacher~

identified Style 2, selling, for approximately 50% of the

principals, which increased to 82% at the three-year post-assessment
data.
For the three-year period in which the data was collected from
the teachers, leadership Style 3, participating, was not the ba$ic
style chosen.

However, in the teacher interview data, Style 3,

participation, was identified as the basic style for seven principals
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(64%).

In addition, Table 3 reported that

bas~c

Style 4, delegating,

was never identified as a style for the principals throughout the
study.
In the following four tables presented, the author reported and
analyzed the degree of agreement or disagreement between the principals' basic leadership-style identification and the teachers'
identification of the principals' basic leadership styles at various
time periods during the study.
In Table 4 the areas of basic agreement among the principals
and teachers were Style 2, selling, and Style 3, participating.
the five principals (46%) who

identifi~d

themselves as

basi~

Of

Style 2,

selling, only three principals (27%) were also identified by the
teachers as demonstrar.ing the same style.

The ::-emaining two p!'in-

c ipals ( 18%) were identified by the teachers as either Style 1,
telling or Style 1-2, telling-selling, which ·resulted in disagreement
with the princip3ls.

The three principals (27%) who identified

themselves as basic Style 3, participating, achieved

ag~eement

with

33% of the teachers identifying pricipals with basic Styie 3,
participnting. The two remaining principals (27%) identified basic
!eadership styles which totally disagreed with teachers' identification of

th~

principals' basic styles.

In analyzing the data in Table 4, there was oinor agreement
between principal and teacher identification of common basic leadership style.

Only in basic Style 2, selling, and Style 3, partici-

pation, was there indicated a slight agreement (36%).

Table 4.

Principal and teacher agreement/disagreement

of basic leadership style (pretraining)

---------Teacher Identification

Principal's

Sl

S2

J
N Style 2

1

3*

1

5

c

20~~

10%

20~~

46%

Basic Style

S3

Sl-S2

p -----------------------R

Sl-S3

S2-S3

S2-S4

Sl-2, 3-4

Total

Style 1

I
P Style 3

2
67%

A

3
2 7''/

1*
33%

L

I Style 4
D

E
N
T

Style Sl-S2
Style Sl-S3

I Style
S2-S3

F

I

1
100%

c Style S2-S4

1

A

9%

T

I
Style 1-2,3-4
0
N

*Matches

2*
100%

·-------------·-----·------·--·----
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The chi-square statistical analysis of the data in Table 4 was
x2(12)

=

15.64 with a p

>

.OS.

~his

indicated little or no signibasi~

ficant agreement among the principals' identification of their
leadership 3tyles and teachers identification of

th~

principals'

basic leadership styles before Situational Leadership Training.
Six principals (55%) identified Style 3, participation, as
their basic style in Table 5.

Of these, only one principal (17%) was

viewed as Style 3 (participating) by the teachers, res"lting in
agreement with the principals.

Also, in agreement with the teachers'

identification of basic style is the one principal (9%) who identified his basic Style 2-3.

The remaining five principals' (45%)

assessment of their basic styles and the identification of the
teachers did not achieve any areas of agreement.
Post six-month training data of the principal selection of
basic leadership style indicated no selection of Sl, S2, and S4
independently.

Also, six principals (55%) did select

(participation) as their basic style.

Styl~

J

In three cases there was 50%

partial-to-total agreement among principals and teachers.
this data agreement, the chi-square statistical

analysi~

Despite
of Table 5

data indicated little to no agreement among principals in teachers'
identification of leadership styles six months afcer leadership
training.

The chi-square numeration was x2(12)

= 11.98

with p

>

.05

indicating no significant relationship between principal and teacher
agreement of basic leadership styles.

Table 5.

Principal and teacher agreement/disagreement
of haslc leadership style (post 6-month)

Prini::ipal's
Basic Style

Teacher Identification

-------

Sl

S2

S3

3
50%

17%

S4

Sl-S2

Sl-S3

S2-S3

S2-S4

Sl-2, 3-4

Total

p

R
I
N

Style 1
Style 2

c
I
p

A
L
I
D
E
N

T
I
F
I

Style 3
Style 4

1
50%

T
I
0
N

2
33%
1
50%

5
55%
2

18%

Style Sl-S2
Style Sl-S3

1

1

100%
Style S2-S3
Style S2-S4

1
ioo;~

*Matches

19%
l*
100%

c
A

u~

l

9%
1

9%
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At the post

three-yea~

assessment period, the only category

agreement between the principal •:as Style 2, sel 1 ing, ( 18%) .
principals (36%) selected Style 3, participation, and were
by teachers as having basic Style 2, selling.

Four
assessed

There was partial

agreement between principal and teacher identification of basic
leadership style in three additional cases.
There was partial to total agreement in principal and teacher
identification of basic leadership style in five cases (45%).

The

chi-square statistical analysis reported for Table 6 is x2(12)
22.00, with p

>

.OS.

The conclusion drawn from this analysis was

that there was significant agreement between teachers' and principals' identification of leadership styles three years after
Situational Leadership Training.
Table 7 reported seven cases of total agreement between the
researcher's assessment of principals' basic .1.eadership style and
teachers' selection of principals' basic style.

Basic Style l was

not identified for any of the principals from the data collected

frc~

the interviews by the researcher.
The data described in Table 7 seemed to indicate a high degree
of agreement between the interview data indicating principals 1 basic
style and teacher data of principal leadership behavior.
justification for this statement was that total

agre~ment

indicated in seven of the eleven principals (54%) studied.

The
was
In

arldition, the chi-square statistical analysis of the interview data
was x2(14)

=

22.00, with p

>

.01 indicating an extremely ~igh

':.'able 6.

Principal =:md teacher agreement of basic
leadership style (post 3-years)

--------Teacher Identification

Principal's
Basic Style

-~~-~~~~--~--

Sl

S2

S3

Sl-S2

Sl-S3

-----·--·------·-------------·----p
R

S2-S3

S2-S4

Sl-2, 3-4

Total

Style 1

I
N

Style 2

2*
100%

2
18%

Style 3

4
100%

4
36%

Style Sl-S2

1
100%

1

1
100%

1

1
100%

l

c
I
p
A
L
I
D
E
N

T
I
F
I

c
A

Style Sl-S3
Style S2-S3

9 loa1

9%

Style S2-S4

T
I

Style Sl-2,3-4

()

~'>Matches

l

1

9%

100%

N
---~----~-··

--·----------- --·----·

...

N

0

Table 7.

Principal and teacher agreement of basic

leadership style (post 3-year interview)

---------------Principal's

Teacher Identification

--------------·---·--------------~---------

Basic Style

Sl

S2

S3

S4

l

l*
33%

1
33%

3
27%

6*
100%

6
55%

Sl-S2

Sl-S3

S2-S3

S2-S4

Sl-2, 3-4

Total

p

n. Style 1
I

N

Style 2

c
I
p

33%
Style 3

A
L

I

Style 4

D

E
N

T
I

F

I

c
A
T

I
0

N

1

50%

1
50%

2
18%

Style Sl-S2
Style Sl-S3
Style S2-S3
Style S2-S4
Styles Sl-2,3-4
*Matches

---------·
,......
N

,......
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significant relationship betweem the principals and the teachers
relative to the identification of the principals' basic leadership
style.
Area 2:

Principals' Number of Leadership Styles_

An effective leader was one who accurately assessed the group's
maturity and adapted his behavior accordingly.

As the level of

maturity of the followers continued to increase in terms of task
accomplishment, the leader began to adjust his leadership style.
Thus, it might have been appropriate for a principal to provide
li·ttle supervision in some situations and more supervision in other
situations with the same teachers.

Situational Leadership Theory

focused on the appropriateness of leadership style according to the
task-relevant maturity of the follower.

As the maturity level of

one's follower developed along a continuum, fr')Ill innnature to mature,
the principal's leadership style should have adjusted and

chang~ci.

Therefore, a school principal should have exhibited a number of
styles depending en the situation and maturity level of the teacher
on a specific task.
There were four basic leadership styles inherent'in the Situational Leadership The'.)ry.
were:

The four leadership styles in the model

Style l (telling), Style 2 (selling), Style 3 (participating),

and Style 4 (delegating).

The principals were all rated according to

the number of designated behavioral styles which the four leadership
styles weLe used.

The infonnation was collected for this study
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through the LEAD

i~terview

and questionnaire.

The data

fro~

these

instruments were ar,alyzed by calculating the means and standard
deviations of the number of leadership styles exhibited by the
principals.
Table 8 indicated the difference between means of pre-trainingpost six months, pretraining-post 3 years, and pretraining-LEAD
interview.
a

Differences between means were determined by calculating

T-test analysis for dependent samples.

The results demonstrated

that there were no significant differences with a p
months, three years, and LEAD interview data.

>

.OS at six

However, the reader

should recognize that the possibility for principals to increase
their number of styles over the various analyses periods were slight,
due to the high number of styles originally identified in the
pretraining assessment.
The relationship between the principals' number of styles
identified and the teachers' number of styles identified was analyzed
through calculating the Pearson product moment correlation.
~esults

were

pr~sented

The

in Table 9.

The correlations indicate that there was

~o

significant rela-

tionship between the principals' and teachers' identification of
principals' number of leaderJhip styles.

Also, no prediction could

have been stated relative to the number of leadership styles exhibited by principals through teacher observations.
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Table 8.

Prine ipal ident i fie at ion of number of

leadership styles

an~

T-test analysis

x

S.D.

Pretraining

3. 72

.65

6-Month P..:ist

3.91

.30

-.04

p

>

.05

3-Year Post

3.75

.47

-.55

p

>

.05

LEAD Interview

3.55

.52

-.35

p

>

.05

T-test
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Table 9.

Correlation of principal and teacher

identification of number of leadership styles

Assessment Stage

Correlation

p

Pretraining

r:-.:;

.17

p

>

.05

Post 6-Months

r=- .14

p

>

.05

Post 3-Years

r = .03

p

>

.OS

LEAD Interview

r=- .17

p

>

.OS
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Area 3:

Principals' Effectivenass

The effectiveness of a leader's style depended upon the
situation in which it was used.

Therefore, each of the four leader-

ship styles, Sl (telling), 82 (selling), S3 (participating), and 84
(delegating), had a less/more effectiveness possibility.

Essen-

tially, when a principal's style was appropriate to a situation, it
was designated effective; when the style was inappropriate to a given
situation, it was designated ineffective.

The effectiveness of a

leader's style, therefore, did not depend upon the actLlal behavior of
the principal, but rather upon the appropriateness of the behavior to
the envirornnent and the follower's identification of the type of
behavior.

Area 3 in the study reported and analyzed data relative to

principals' effectiveness.
The principals' effectiveness was statistically analyzed

u~ing

means, standard deviations, T-test for dependent reeans, and Peacson
product-moment correlations.
Table 10 reported the summary of principal effectiveness data
as

ide~tified

by the

princ~pals

in the study.

there was no significant difference in

Table 10 reported that

p~incipals'

~ffecti~eness

~s

identified by the principal between pretraining and six-month post.
However, there was

~

significant difference between pretraining and

three-year post data relative to principal identification of effectiveness.

The data indicated that this relationship was highly

significant and was calculated at the p

<

.01 level.

Table 10.

Principa1's effective score as identified by principals

--------Pre training

-------·--------------------------

Post 6-Honth

Post 3-Year

LEAD Interview

Means

7.27

10.!~5

20.09

10.00

S.D.

5.82

3.39

2.59

4. 75

T-test (df '"' 10)

-1. 58

-6.46

-1. 20

Probnbility

p

Significant/Not Significant

Not

> .OS
Sign.

p

<

.01

Sign.

p

>

.05

Not Sign.
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In analyzing the pretraicing to the post LEAD interview, data
concluded that there was no significant effectiveneso difference in
the principals' identification of style effectiveness.

?he data in

Table 11 reported teachers' identification of principal
effectiveness.
The teachers nid not identify a significant change in principal
effectiveness within the first six months following Situational
Leadership Training.

However, the teachers significantly identified

an increase in principal effectiveness by the three-year post
assessment period.

Significance was calculated at the p

<

.01 level

which indicated an extremely high difference in leader effectiveness
growth.
Correlations between the principal and teachers' data were
reported in

Ta~le

12.

The principals' effectiveness scores as

assessed by the principals and the teachers were not significantly
related at the pretraining, post
at the p

>

.OS level.

six~month

and post three-year stage

The two groups being compared in the corre-

lations calculated the mean effectiveness scores of the principals'
self-assessment and the total teacher population.
The final table (13) reported the significance between the
principal and teacher mean score.

The data that was analyzed was the

mean of the principals' self-effectiveness identification scores and
the mean of the teachers' identification of the pricipals' effectiveness.

The conclusions drawn from the data in Table 13 stated

that no significance was found between the two sample means.
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Table 11.

Principal effectiveness score as
identified by teachers

Pretraining

Post 6-Month

Post 3-Year

Means

3 .89

5.05

11.02

S.D.

3.37

4.22

5. 77

-1.16

-3. 77

T-test (df

= 10)

>

Probability

p

Significant/
Not Significant

Not
Sign.

.05

p

<

.01

Sign.
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Table 12.

Principal/teacher

~ffectiveness

correlations

Pretraining

Post 6-Month

Post 3-Years

r

=

.30

r

= - .12

r

=

p

>

.05

p

>

p

> .05

.05

.02
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Table 13.

!:'retraining

Principal/teacher effectiveness scores

Post 6-Month

Post 3-Years

r

• 75

r

=

.70

r

= 1.46

p

> .OS

p

>

.OS

p

> .05

CHAPTER V

su~~iARY,

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This chapter presents a surmnary of the results, interpretation
of the findings, and reconnnendations for further research.
Sur,"Jllary

The purpose of the study was to examine the leadership characteristics of principala in elementary education as it related to
Hersey and Blanchard's Situational Leadership Theory.

The basis of

this theory was that the leader's effectiveness resulted from the
adaptability of leadership style to the followers' task-relevant
maturity.

Essentially the principal's

su~cess

depended upon his

ability to adjust his leadership style to match the maturity of the
teachers

fo~

relationship

that particular situation.
betwee~ le~ders'

The study exarilned the

basic styles (Area 1), number of styles

(Area 2), and leader effectiveness (Area 3).
Twenty-nine principals received Situational Leadership Training
ae part of a summer institute

progr~n.

However, due to the three-

year longevity of this study, eleven principals remained in the
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experimental group.

The data was collected usl.ng the LEAD question-

naire and structured follow-up interviews.
with both teachers and principals.

Each instrament was used

The stcdy did not have a control

group; however, it did compare two sets of data from the principals
-:n•er two treatment periods.
Each principal had scores arranged in categories corresponding
to the following areas:

Pretraining, Posttest Six-Months, Posttest

Three Years, Interview, Basic Leadership Style, and Effectiveness.
Th~

means and standard deviation were calculated for all pretest

scores and posttest scores.

The differences were all assessed using

paired T-test and chi-square statistical procedures.

The rela-

tionship between the various scores was analyzed by conducting the
Pearson product moment coefficient.
Based upon the review of the Situational Leadership Theory,
effectiveness is related to behavior appropriate to follower maturity
level.

The related literature also concluded that elementary school

principals demonstrated leadership Styles 2 and 3 most frequently and
minimally exhibited Styles I and 4.

The present study supported the

related research findings in that leadership Styles 2 and 3 were most
often identified by

principal~

and teachers.

Styles I and 4 were

least identified by principals and teachers as being practiced in the
schools included in this study.
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The su:n"'l:arr of findings from this study conclucled that,
following Situational Leadership Training, principals increased their
llumbe;::- of leade:-Hhip ::>tyles.

Al so, principals and teachers agreed

that there was significant increase in eff-=ctiveness of the principals in the elementary schools studied.
Conclusion

The following conclusions were stated specifically from the
interpretation of the data reported and analyzed in the previous
chapter.
Area 1:
1.

Basic Principal Leadership Style

Principals increased their basic leadership styles as

identified by the principals during the pretest to three-year
posttest period (28% use, four to seven styles).
2.

Principals did not identify Style 1, telling, as a single

basic style at any time period during the study.
3.

Principals identified Style 3, participation, most consis-

tently and most frequently as their basic leadership style throughout
the study.
4.

Teachers identified Style 2, selling, most consistently and

most frequently as the principals' basic leadership style throughout
the study.
5.

Teachers did not identify Style 4, delegating, as being

demonstrated by principals in any time period during the study.
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6.

Even though the data suggested minor agreement between

principal and teacher identification of common basic leadership
style, the statistical analysis of this data indicated no significant
agreement at the pretest stage of the study.
7.

Even though three specific cases indicated partial-to-total

agreement between principal and teacher identification of basic
style, the statistical analysis of the data indicated no significant
agreement at the six-month posttest stage of the study.
8.
p

Principals and teachers agreed significantly (x212

=

22.00,

> .OS), in the identification of basic leadership styles at the

three-year posttest stage of the study.
9.
p

>

Principals and teachers agreed significantly (x214 ~ 22.00,

.01), in the identification of basic leadership styles at the

interview stage of the study, p

>

.OS.

Therefore,
Hvpothesis 1.

There are no significant differences between

the teachers' and principals' identification of the principal's basic
leadership style

b~fore

and after Situational Leadership Training

after six-months between pretest and posttest.
.!!Le,.othesis 2.

Is

Accept~d.

p

>

.OS .

There is no significant <lifference between the

teachers' and principals' identification of the principal's leadership style before and three years between pretest and posttest. Is
Rejected.

p

>

.OS.
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Principal 1 s Num::ier of Leadership Style_:::.

Area. 2:

1.

Pri11cipal 's identification of number of b::isic leaclership

styles at various stages of the study indicated no significant
increase with p
2.

>

.05.

Principal's and teacher's

identificat~on

of the number of

basic leadership styles at various stages of the study indicated no
significant correlations at the p

>

.05 level.

Therefore,
Hypothesis 3.

There is no significant difference in the

principal's identification of the number of leadership styles
exhibited before and after Situational Leadarship Training after
six-months between pretest and posttest.
Hypothesis 4.

Is Accepted.

>

p

.05

There is no significant difference in the

principal's identification of the number of leadership styles
exhibited before and after Situational Leadership Training after
three years between pretest and posttest.
Hypothesis 5.

Is Accepted.

p

> 0.5

There is no significant difference in the

teacher's identification of the number of principal's leadership
styles exhibited before and after Situational Leadership Training
after six months between pretest and posttest.
Hypothesis 6.

Is Accepted.

p

>

There is no significant difference in the

teacher's identification of the number of principal's

le~dership

styles exhibited before and after Situational Leadership Training
after three years between pretest and posttest.
p

>

.01

Is Accepted.

.GS
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Area 3:
1.

Frincipal Effectiveness

Principals indicated no significant

in~rease

in eff~c

tiveness between the pretest to six-month posttest stage of the
study.
2.

Principals indicated an extremely significant increase in

effe~tiveness

between the pretest to three-year posttest stage of the

study (T10-test

=

6.46, p

>

.01).

Thecefore,
Hypothesis 7.

There 1s no significant

differe~ce

in the

principal's identification of his leadership effectiveness before and
after Situational Leadership Training after six months between
pretest and posttest.
Hypothesis 8.

Is Accepted.

p

>

.05

There 1s no significant difference in the

principal's identification of his leadership effectiveness before and
after Situational Leadership Training after three years between
pretest and posttest.
3.

Is Rejected.

p

<

.01.

Teachers indicated no significant change in effectiveness

of the principzl's leadership style between the pretest to six-month
posttest stage of the study.
4.

Teachers indicated an extremely significant increase in

eff~ctiveness

of the principal's leadership style between the pretest

and three-yeac posttest stage of the study.
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Therefore,
Hypothesis 9.

There is no significant difference in the

teacher's identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness
before and after Situational Leadership Training after six months
between pretest and posttest.
Hypothesis 10.

Is Accepted.

p

>

.OS

There is no significant difference in the

teacher's identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness
before and after Situational Leadership Training after three years
between pretest and posttest.
5.

Is Rejected.

p

<

.01

The principal's effectiveness data as assesseJ by them-

selves and the teachers indicated no significant correlation at each
level of the study:

pretest, six-month posttest, and three-yea=

posttest.
6.

The "mean" of the principal self-effectiveness identifi-

cation scores a".1d the "mean" of the teacher identification of the
principal's effectiveness indicated no signficance.
Therefore,
Hypothesis 11.

There is no significant difference

betw~en

the

teacher's and principal's identification of the principal's leadership effectiveneas before and after Situational Leadership Training
after six months between pretest and posttest.

Is Accepted.

p

>

.05
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Hypothesis 12.

There is no significant difference between the

teacher's and principal's identification of the principal's leadership effectiveness before and after Situational Leadership Training
after three years between prete3t and posttest.
p

>

Is Accepted.

.05
Summary of Conclusions
Principals did increase their basic leadership styles as a

result of training.

The increase in principal leadership style did

not indicate itself within a six-month period bnt became evident over
a three-year period of time.

This demonstrated that Situational

Leadership Training of school principals over an extended period of
time did have a positive impact on th.: daily beha,1ior patterns of
school principals.
increase in

th~

This impact was indicated by the extremely high

principals' and teachers' perception of the prin-

cipal' s job effectiveness between pretraining and the post-test
three-year stage of the study.
The lead2rship behavior patterns of the school principals
becam~

identifiable as a result of the teachers working with the.

princip~ls

in their schools.

This was concluded because of the

significantly high agreement between principals' and teachers'
identification of the principals' basic leadership style at the
three-year and interview stages of the study.
Principals injicated

Styl~

consistent and frequent style.

3, participation, as their most

Teachers indicated Style 2, selling,

as the principal's most consistent and frequent basic leadership
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style.

Principals did not identify Style 1, telling, as a single

basic style at any stage in the study.

Teachers did not indicate

Style 4, delegating, as a single basic style

demonstrated by the

principals.
The study showed that the leaders had an increase in the number
of basic styles and effectiveness.

Yet, the number of leadership

styles used by the principals did not increase significantly during
any stage of the study.

Therefore, the conclusion drawn was that a

principal's style range is not as relevant to effectiveness as the
appropriate selection of leadership style in a given situation.
There were a number of leadership styles reported by the principals
during the pretest stage of the study which reduced the possibility
of leadership style growth for the principals in future stages of the
study.
The findiags suggested three possible interpretations.

One,

that practicing school principals, regardless of their field experience, can

~e

trained to be perceived as more effective by their

teachers and themselves.
fication cf

l~adership

period of tiroe.

Two, principals' and teachers' identi-

styles did become evident over an extended

Three, assessment of any training program over a

short period of time (six months or one year) could lead to an
inaccurate conclusion.

Extensive time, three years, is r.eeded to

allow training res:1lts to develop, be implemented, and recognized.
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Recoinr.ienda.!: i-:Jns

Situational Leadership Theory directly addresses the major
leadership behaviors required in educational leadership positions
today.

The

hu~an

interaction situations that influence motivation

and.behavior are critical to any educational institution..

The

present study indicated areas of growth and corr.man recognition cf
leadership styles over an extended time period.
Additional study is needed to investigate the Situation2l
Leadership Theory in order to assess its validity and credibility of
the leadership level.
1.

Situational Leadership Theory needs to be examined by

practicing school administrators as to its relevance to their
positions.

2.

Assessment materials need to be developed to better

identify various leadership styles consistent with the theory and
used in the field of education at all levels.
3.

Additional training programs need to be designed and

implemented to train school administrators with follow-up anal:rsis
and training.
4.

Leadership styles in future studies should not be limited

only to four major styles.

Combination of leadership styles need to

be considered as "increases" so that growth can be identified.
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5.

Change in leadership behavior is possible but may not be

recognized unless an extended period of time is allowed before
conclusions are drawn.

Long-range studies after training should be

designed and fostered.
6.

Situational Leadership Theory is an area that should be

included in any leadership training and/or academic sequence program.
7.

Follow-up research should be conducted with practicing

school administrators.

However, the methodological approach should

include a control group in order to discriminate between increased
job effectiveness resulting from leadership training or from job
longevity.
8.

Leader effectiveness measurements should include a greater

variety of research
Effectiveness Model.

instr~~ents

along with the Reddin

Tridimensional

This should allow for more discrimination in

the effectiveness scores.
9.
sample.

Central office administrators should be added to the
It is important to add the superior's perception of the

principal's leadership styles to future studies.
10.

A teacher interview questionnaire should be developed and

coded to the Situational Leadership Theory Model.
data which can be statistically correlated to other
study.

This will provide
sa~ples

in a
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APPENDIX A

Building Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Size of Building

583

337

329

56

385

353

281

526

532

681

320

Years of Teacher
Experience

7-24

6-15

11-26

4-19

12-23

8-16

8-17·

4-25

7-24

9-15

7-20

Teachers' Years with
Principal

1

2

9-10

1-3

l+-23

1-15

1-9

4-11

4-16

1-5

7-10

Number of Teachers j_n
Study at Completion

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Years as Principal

5

7

22

4

11

19

18.5

15

23

4

2

Building

...
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~eader :il1fectiveness & i}.daptability Description
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
SITUATION

1

Subordinates .re noc re~pondin~ l:11clv to this
le:idc:r's friendly ccnvcnatiun •nd obvious con.:crn
for their welfare. Their pcrform:incc is declining
npiJly.

Tlus lr1Hlt·r ll'm•l1I.

A.

'b.

1:111pha>1zc the us.· oi t1111for111 procedures rnd the
necessity for t1sk JCC0111phshmc111.
be :ivailablc for discussion but wculd not push his
i11v0Jvcnu:11t.

C.
l).

tJlk with subordin:itc:s :ind then set i;oal!.
imcn<ion:ili)' not 1111crv,~1c.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
SITUATION

2

The observable p<"rformance of this le:i,lcr'~ group is
in:rc:ising. The lc:idcr has been nuki11~ sure tfut a!I
members were aw:ire oi their r~pormbilitics ;mJ
expected sm1dards of performance.

J'lris
~

ll.
C.
0.

lra1/~r

11•0.,JJ ••.
cni:agc: in friendly interaction. bm continue to
111Jkc sure all 111ei11h1:r.i :ir.· awJrc of tlu:irrcspo11liib11iti<'S aml cicp<"<=t<:d st:inJ.rJs of pc.-fonnancc.
uke 110 dc:liniu: •ction.
do wh:it could he done to m:ikc the group feel
import:int and involved.
cmph:ism: the: imp~rt•nce of J,·:idli11c:s :ind usks.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
SITUATION

3

Th!s IMder's group is unable to solve :i problem. The
le:id~r h:is nonn•lly left the i;roup :ilonc:. Group
prrformance and imerpenon4i relations have been
i;ooJ.

Tlris /~ad" 1111111/J . • .

(!;)

work with the group :ind together e111pge in

ll.

let the group work it out.
Jct <luickly .111J rirmly to correct wd redirecr.
encoungc ~roup to work on problem 211d be
supportive ot cl1<'ir efforts.

rroblem-rnl;ri11~.

c.

'i

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
Tlris lc:1drr wo11/d ..•

4

SITUATION

@

Tl11s lt'2dcr is c,insidcring 1 ch:inge. The le2dcr's
subordin:itcs hlvc a fine record of 2cco111plish111cnc.
They respect du: nccd for ch:ingc.

D.

2llow group involvcmenr rn dc,·cioping the
but would 11cr he: too Jir~tivc.
announce chani;cs :ind then implc:mcnt w11h ciose
supervision.
allow p:roup w fonnubrc irs nw11 dirc(!,011.
incorpmarr group rrcomm:ndanons but Jircct
rhc •hani:e.
chJn~e.

c.
D.

J.

.I
I
II

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
SITUATION
)

The perform:incc of rhis lc:ldcr'1 group h:is ber.n
dropp1111,: durmg the lase few mon~hs. :Vkmb.:rs
h:ivc been .,r,cnrKcmcd With n:ccti1').t ObJcCtiv,-s.
HcJcfining roles Jnd rcspomib11i11,-s hls helped in
the pasr. They hlvc contmually needed reminding 10
h•vc: their tasks Joni: on timc.

Tlris irotdff "'"''Id ..
A. :iltnw i;roup m for1nulJrc its own direction.

11
C.
D.

i11corpor2rc group rcco111mcn<la11011s. but •ce th~t
ObjCCllVCS Jrc n1~!
rcdcrinc roks :ind rcsponsrbrlities •nd supervise
carcfolly.
allow i;roup involvcnu·ni in dercrniirn11~ roles Jnd
responsibilities, b111 wou!d ncr be mo directive.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
SITUATION
This l_,:idcr stcppcci inco ln efficienrly run organiza' non. The previous idmimstr:itor tightly concrciled
) rhc sicuation. The lc:dcr wJn:s ro mJtntJ:n;. pro,iuc:ivc srruJllon. bur would like ro bc:i;;.;, iiumJnrzing the cnvirunmenc.

Tl1is

13.

D.

intcntion.lllv noc 11ucrvr-nl'.
get ~roup 1.11volvc:d 111 t.kc1~1on-n1Jking. but se~

c.

I
-Ii

lr.1d~r

would .
do -.,h2c .:ould be done: to mJkc group feel impertJnt ~"d involved.
cmph•srzc rhe imp• iru11ce oi deld!incs rnd tuks

@

I

r

I

1

tluc ub,1ec11vc, Jre 111ct.
I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J

15:

SITUATION
Tins lc;idcr is c011:s1dcr111.; cit:in~1n~ to :i Hrun:ur:
tluc will be new tu the ~re 'JI>. l'\'kmhcrs of the group
hJvc nude ~u!,;g,·sun11s >bout lll'Cdcd ri1J11i.:c. The
group hJs been productive and den11:>nstrJt~d tlcx1b11ity 111 its ope:Jt1ons.

7

Flus lt'<uf,·r w11ul.I
.'\
ddlnc the ch:l11l!.t.:

(!!)

~tH.i

supi:r·:1sc cJn:tully.

t'Ut1c1p.tcc wtth chc ~rOl1p m 1.kvd<1p1ng ri1c
..:h.11q.~t· btH .11low 1nc111bcn t0 oqp.mzc the 111 1pk111l'11t.1th111.

C.

be w11li11g w 111.1~e ch>11gc·s

JS

rcco11H11<·1u.kJ, buc

11ui11CJH1 l'Oll(TOi ofi111plc1111..·nt;.it1011.

D.

avoid co11fro11t;teio11: le:ivc th1nµs :i!onc.:.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

Group pcrfor111.1ncc JnJ interp,·no1ul rcbtious arc
good. This lc:akr tccl5 somewhat unsure- abouc his
iack of direction of the group.

Tliis lcn1lrr 11•oulci .
(A) lcJve the ~roup .1lo11c.
IJ. d1scu<< the si1uJt1011 w11h ihc ~roup :ind then he
would 1111n.:itt.·nl'1."C:l~Jry ch.111~cs.
C. ukc .icps ro dire([ subordiu.c~-s row:ird work111i,;
111 ; wdl-<kfin,·d 111an11er.
D. be suppnmvc in di,.:us~ini,: 1hc s11U;icio11 with the
group but noc coo Jirc,uve.

SITUATION

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

This leader h.1s been lppoim~d by :i superior 10 hc:id
tJslc. force chat is far overdue in making rcqucsccd
rrcommcndacions for change. The group is noc clear
on its ~oals. :\ ctcnd:incc: :t scssion5 h:1s lx·cn poor.
Their mc~ting• have cum·:d into social gatherings.
l'oc•:nua!ly they luvo: the talent necessary to help.

Tlai; Jr,:4/t"r 111oufrl .•
I\. let the ~rnur work out its problems.
~
incorpor;tc group recon11nc:nJ;.lUons. but sec lhlt
ObJC(tlVC< lCC lllCC.
C. n·dctinc ~·12ls JnJ «1pcrvisc·c;·cti1lly.
D. lllow i;roup :nvolvcmcnt in Setting i;o2!s, Cl.it
would no< push.

SITUATION•

8

9

l

I

10

A.

Subordinoces. usu;:ll\' Jblc ro c•ke rcspomib1licy. arc
noc rc'!pondini,; to ch.: lc;cici s recent redefining of
staud:uds.

C.

U.

allow group <11v«lvemc111111 rcd.-rirnng sc:111d~rds,
buc would not r:ikc control.
redctinc st.mdJrd, .ind $Up.:rvisc CJrcr-ully.
.woid co11t'rn111.1c1011 by not lpplym!,; prc-ssur.:;
ll":ivc .. uu.Uh.>11.1l1111c:.

incorpor.Hl" t-:ruup rcl'o1111uc1HJ ..u1u11s. buc Sl.:C

t!JJC

111:\v sr.111d.ud, .uc mcc.

SITU Ari ON

11

This lc;id;..·r h;s b~~n ~ro1uoccJ to J nt:\V po51tiou.
Thi: prcv~cus m.111.1~C"r w.iS uninvolvl'd 111 rhc :tifairs
or· the ~roup. The ~roup h.1s :id1.:qu.udy handled its
t;isks ;nd dir~'non Group 11iccrrcl.:ic:um Jre good.

i

;12
!

I

l

Rc.:c~nt 111iorn14ncn indicJ.u:s so111c intcrn~I difficulr1es >mong sub".lrd•nJtcs. The group h;is ; rcnurkJi>le re~ord .Ji ~cco111pli~h111cnc. 1\.1c111bcrs have cf(~c~1vc1y 1nJincJwcct lcng~r:Jn~e goals. They h4vc
worked 1~ h:ir:au11v for. enc p.:ist yc>r.-."'-11 are we!I
'-iJ:a!iti..:d tOr the ca~k.

I

I
I
i

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

'

TJ1iJ lt.i,h·r u ,1uld ..
I\. cJke 'tq>s en direct suhurJ111.Hc~ ccwJrd working
in J wd1-,k·ti11l·J rn.uuu.·r.

I

u.

1 ·

1

©
D

SiTUATlON

I
I
I

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

·n,;s 1t.1drr .,,,,.,/,/ ...
SITUATION

I
I
I
I

1~1voiv1: suhordu1.1Ccs

111 Ji.:c1s1011-111Jl-...J1tg .ind re:nrnrcc goud concrihuuon.'".

J1sCU'.'\S p:i:\C p1..·r(qnn.mcc wuh group _.nd tntr:n
CX:lllllllC ~IH.." 1H:·:d

conunuc

U)

(or llt.:'\V pr.h.. th..·cs.

lc:Jvc the.: i;roup

Jiu11t:.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
TI1°s lrrtdrr would.
A. cry our Im solurion with subordin.:ices ;11d cx;minc rhc need for new pr•cnces.
13. :illow ;.:rou;i 111c111b<·rs co work it ouc rhelllsdves.
C
.1ct quickly Jud tirinh· ro correct JnJ rcd1n·(t.
pHtlClpl<t: 1n prnbkm d1scuss10n wlule prov1J111g
supporr 1'or subord:11.H~s.

@
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Leader EUectiveness &: Adaptability Description
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

1

SITUATION

.\.

~our !ubordinw:s arc noc responding l:i.ccly to your
tr:endlv convers"::ion and obvioU! concern for cheir
welfare. Thcr perforn1ance i> declining r2picily.

B.

c.

D.

ALi>=..RNATIVE ACTIONS

I

l

A.

SITUATION
The observable pericrmance oi your group is incre:ising. You have been making sure that all memb.:o were aware of their respcnsibilicies •nd expected srn:dards ofpmormance.

/2

i

B.

c.
D.

.
I

l

I

1

.

3

I

SfTUATION

I

You :i.re 1:onsidering a cha."lge. Your subordin;,.ces
have 3 tin~ record oi ~ccomplishmem. They respect
rhe n~a tor ch:mge.

I4
1

r
1

A.
B.
C·
0.

Is

I
I

j

B.
C.
D.

1I

change. but don't be ~o:>o directive.
Announce changes and then implement ,~,ch c!ose
supCT',sion.
.\ilow group co formul•ce its own ~ec:ivn.
lncorpor2te gro"'p recommendations. but you Ji.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

A.
B.

0.

I
j

__J
I

.Wow group to formulate its own direction.
lncorpor•rc group recommmdanons. but sec that
ob;ectivcs .1rc met.
Redefine roies and r~ ponsibilicies lnd supervise
carefuliv.
·
Allow group involvement in determining roles
and rcspons.b1iines but don·c be too di.receive.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION
You s:epped into a•1 efficiently run or~niurion.
The prc:"<fous .idmi1'1iscntor tightly controlled che
muaccn. You want co maint:i.in a prcducnve siruanon. but would like to bepn humanizing che
C'n\'1.ronmmt.

L

I

A Allow~:i::~~o~:;:'!~~~'~op•o• '''

SITUATION
T'1e perforr:imc: oi you1 group has been dropping
-.ur.ng the last tew months. MernbC"S have been
unccnce:ned ..,,.;c.h. m_~ting objectives. Redefining
roles md respons1b11iocs has helped in the past. Thev
ha,·e conanuallv needed r:m:.n.iing '·'' ha-·e their
tasks done on rime.

:i
1

Work with the group md together en11:•ge m
problem-solvim_z.
.
Let che group work it out.
.\ct quic!J,· md rirm!y to .:orrcct .md redirect.
Encourage group co work on problem md be
supportive oi ch.er cffom.

· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r c c t _ the ch:mge.

I

j6

Engage in friendly interaction. but continue to
malce sure that all members are aware of their
r_csponsibilities and expected sun.Urds oi pe:tormance.
Take no de!irute action.
Do what ,·ou can to m:U.e che group teci important and involved.
Emptusize che imporun.:e oi deadlines .md c25ks.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATICN

b
·
em en at »our group are unable to so1'·e • prob!em
r. chemsel
. vcs. You have normal! y lefi: them .i..lone.
uroup
pertcrm;ncc and inccroersonll
rclacions have
been
good.
'
\.t

I
I

I

Emph;mze che use oi uniform procedures lnJ rhe
n.:cessicy for c;uk ,_complishmenc.
.\\Jke voursclf ~v;ulabie for discurnon but don·t
plUh youz involvement.
T:Uk with subordinaces md then set goals.
lntenaonally do not intervene.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Do what rnu can to make group fed important
md involved.
Emph:lSize che :mporuncc oi deadlines :ind mk.;.
lntenrionalh· do not intef'·cnc.
Get group ~,volvcd in decision-m:i.king. but see

~bjer.ri;·es are met.

-----------ch_a_t

j

.J

I

!54

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
Tlusli·.ida

SITUATION
This lc:ider 1s cvnsidcnnt;

c!u11~11~g

to

.1 ~tr\ICturc

1hJt will be 11cw to the ~rt. up Mc111bcrs nfthc gr""I'
have nude •ug;;t•mnns Jbout nt·cdcd dJJni:c·. The
!::roup Ins been prcduccivc JnJ dcmonstrJted tk:ub1i1cy 111 its oper:itions.

.'\.
U.

C.
I).

11'1H1l1l

dctine the ciu11i:c am! Slll'<·rvrsc Clrctullv.
p>rtrciµ.•te w111> the ;;roup 111 dcvd"'P'"!:l rhe
d1.111i:c but •llow members 10 orgJnize the 1111plc1,n:11t.ituln.
be w11li11i: to 111.1~c ciunf:t'S JS rcco111111enJ.:J. but
111.Jint;un t.:nucrol ofi111plc11h.·:u.lt1011.
JvoiJ C•J11fro•1tltio11: lcJvc th111i:s Jionc.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
SITUATION•

8

Group f>erfomur.ce lnd imcrpcrsonJI rc!Jm111s Jre
good. This lc:adcr feels somcwh3t unsure ibouc his
l;ick of direction of the group.

SITUATION

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

This le.1Jer h.is been ;ippcimcd by 3 superior co head
t>sk force th>t is far overdue in 1112king rcqucscc:J
reco111n;cad2t1ons for chlngc. The group 1s not de•r
011 its i,:oJls. Ar:cnd>ncc JC session~ h.1s been p<>or.
Their 111cctini::' luvc: tumcJ iuco socio! i;>thcnngs.
l'occnti>lly they luve the t3l.:nc ncccssuy to help.

Tiris lraclt·r rvoulJ .. ,
A. let the i::roup work our its prohlcms.
!J. im:orpot>Ce group rccon11nend;itions. but Set' th>:
ohjcn1vc<J >re me!
C. rt·1.lctinc ~<»Is >nJ rnperv1sc cucfully
D. Jl!ow grc>up involvement in scmng i;o:ils. but
would not push.

l

9

Tlris leader 11•cul1/ ...
A. lcive the .:roup Jlone.
IJ. d1sn"~ the situJ11on w11h 1hc .:roup md then he
would 1111trltt"n<'(C:;.~:ry ch.111i:cs.
C. t>ke .ceps to Jircn subordin~t~'S 1owJrd working
111lwdl-..lctineJ11w111er
D. be: suppomvt' in Ji,.:ussing the SltUltio11 with the
group hue 110: 100 Jrre,uve.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
·n,;s fr,,.1r, ,...,,,/J .

110

SITUATION

A.

Subordi11J1cs, us11Jily able co t.ike responsihrlicy. >re
not responding :o the lcJcier's recent redcfimng oi
stJnd>rds.

C.

>llow group i11volvc:111c111 rn redctimng sc;inJuds,
bur woulJ not coke: control
redctine <t.111<br.t, .ind 'up<"rv1>c ;.ir~f,;lly.
Jvortl .:011lrontJt1on by 11ut >pply111g pr~-s;ur~.

0.

incurpor .1tc

U.

lc;ivc ~tfu.aoon .:1lu11c.

I
SITUArlON
Th1..· previous 1n,111.1~"'·r WJ:"I uninvolved in the: .1rfa1rs
of the ~roup. The t,troup lus ·'""'l"·udy hmdlcd its
tJsks 2nd dirccti<m. Group 111tcrrebtions .ire good.

r1

I

\12

I
I

'

(('(.:011111u:11J.u1u11s. buc see th.a

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
This ic.1ckr h>s been pro111occu to J new pos•t1011.

11

~roup

new st.uh.I.ad' uc.: 1nct.

D.

SITUATION

P.<"ce11t ,,.fornut1011 111dicJcc-s some imem;il diflic11lJ renurkJble r~cord or •cco111plish111c111. Mcmbc~s luve cffrct1vl'iy 1nJi11crn1cci !ong-rJn;:c go;ils. lhey h;ivc
worked 111 h>rn1011v for the put yt'u.· Ail uc well
quahticd for the tJsk.
11cs 2mo11g subord111atcs. The: group hJS

'--~~~~~~

Tlu.s lt . uli"r wt•u/1/ ...
A. tJke s•q•~ en dir,·cc st1tmrd111Jtc-s towJrd working
tu J wdl-d ..·tinl·J 111.1111u.:r
U. 111vnlvc suhur<lin.ttc~ 111 Jcc1.sJ1.Jll·i1Uk.J11g Jnd re1nt'orcc ~ood co11tnbuuon'\.
C. discuss P"r pc:rfor111.11rcc w1ch i:roup rnd th~n
CX:llllil\C the ncl·J t0r ll•:w pr.h."tlC<.."S.
conunuc to k<1vc th\! ~ri1up .1iu11c.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
Tiris lrr.drr 1110..tJ .
A. cry nut iJ,s solt.tion w11h subordin•:cs rnd c:u111111e the need tor new pr;icticcs.
LJ. ;illow i:roup 111e111bc·rs 10 work :t Ol'I rl1<111sdvcs.
C. .cc qurckly wd tirmlv to :orrecr rnd rcci:recc.
l).
p:irnc1r:itt.: in rroblt·111 J1scuss1cn whdc ~rov1J:ng
\upport tOr subordm;n..:s.
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APPENDIX E

\
r~·:.-;
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.~
I

111e purrnsl" of this S1:1ff ,\!ember's ltatini: l'orm is lo hdp yen 1ll•tcrmine your perc~ption of the m::tch hct~r.cn
the lr.1<lc·rsilip slylc th::t your 11•:?11:1gcr Is usin:? \rith) nn ~11d your maturil)' lc,·::I.
The ll'<1ders/J!jJ szi·ll' of your m:tn:i~cr 1kscriiics your perccp:ion of 1l1c hl'il:I\ ior that m:ma~cr cn~~:t.!:C!i
In \\hen .11tcr•1p1in;'. to infiucncc your hh:nfor. •Haturi~J' rcfrrs to your abili1r :w1l \\illii1r,ncss in fl'£:tr<l ton
p:i.-tktil::a· objcctire or rcspunsihiliiy.

Directiona
Part I - l.e:ideriohip ~ty!e
To dt•trnninc your ('Crrcplion of thl· k•atlcr..hip style your m:m:t;:l·r is usin:: with you. do llll' ru::m\ ing:
I. Writr your namr. today's dlrC am! your m:ma~cr's name in llll' sp:1rrs pnffidt·d hdow. Th<·11 sclecl onr to sh of your
major ohjl'C!h\·s or n·~1mnsihrli1ic·~ :md \Hitr llll'm in 1hc mimhc·rcd columns ;,:101·~ 1lw four dt·srriptn::; uf k:1cl :rsli!p
style. If you i?lll'nd tu sh:irc the in~ormation from this in:-!run1c·nt in :1 co:u:hin~ proCl'l'S \dth ~·our man:t\!L'r. •1·e
rccomn;rnd rh:H you ~:t dm~n \,ith your m:tn:ii;cr prior to usini:; the ~l:uurity ~t;!c -'l:itch and a;:rcc upon \1h:tt your
major ohjrc1irrs arc.
2. for each of yo:1r m:ijor ohjrcth·r~ ~o throu~h tr.c fol!owin:t process: Read tht• four dcscriptiuns or k:.Jder hc·h01,·ior
below. From tho~c four select thC' style th:!t rou fct'I comes doi;est to desrrihini: rnur lll:!li;li!dS i!St!;Jl hch:t\·ior \\ ith
you In r('fJiion to lh:rt o!.ijccti~·c. l'ut :t "P" in front or th:u d1'Sl'rip:11r. Th:u Is your OJ;1n~~1·r's Jlrimmy s~1k. Yoar
manai:cr's prim~r: s:; le\\ oulrl be lhL· style rhat p.-r.;on tends II> u~c u:o~l of the timr "ith rou '' lwn ) ou ;ire \\orking 011
L'1:tl objectiw.
If, in cssrnrc. th;it is the only m;tior s:yle your m:tn:l,!:l'r uses, :1 "I'" is :tl! you nrcd to pl:!cc ui:d::-r tli:it p:rr!icul:tr
objective. If, hmHwr. there is anuthrr of those fnur clrscriptors~ th:tt )'n1:r man:i;:rr often uses in rl'f<.'rcn«e to th~I
ohjrnh·c flesiJ,·s tis or l:rr pr!m::ry sl)lr. placr an .. ~ .. in front of th:tt ~tyic. This is your r.i:ma:;rr's sccvmlury style.
~011 cm cicsign:itc fur r;trh objc•ctire :.ml) cwo d10k1•s: Olll' p1irn:111· style (PJ and one sccund::ry St) IC(:\).
0

l'\Jmc __ · · · - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date _ _ __

:.tanager·~ ra:::nc-''"-----"-'-'-=-"'--------

Major Objcctivas or

Responsibiliti~s

~/---;
/

/
1. Provic.las Sf!:?r.liic ln~tructio.,s nnJ J
clos!!ly i;uparvi::es pt>rlormance.

_-j

cpportur.ity for cl:iri.ic:i!ion.

I

3. Sh:ircs itl.,as nnd f;icilil:ih:!l in
rn.i::ir.g clcci:;ions •

I

2. C;:p!ai'1s ct~cis•on!; :;n<i prciv:l.l:?s

I

-.1--1---+-----t-----t----.l
.
I
T~:rr.::: over rcr.non::iOility f Oi ~I
r!cci::lor.:; ;ind i1.1picm'.:rit~1ion.
·----- --·--·- ··-·-4.

.

-

- ·-·--

--

159

1'.irf ll -

J".,

_.
1

.'.!:'.!l!ri<)

lklt .'lllillt• ~l)llf pnn·piioll of I "'Ir lll:l!llrl!I k1l'f ill lt'fll'~ of l':ldl

fOf ti!<' Si\ ;1ft1fl'llll'llli<llll'd llfljl'l'ti\'l'S. do !ht• folfolllllJ.:.
I. l;-.111,ft-r !Ii" <•l•1t·1 illt' 1!:.1: 1.111 •'· ro!t· in l'.1r: f 10 1h,· t11rr1-,11011di11:: 1111111lwr,·cl :·p:l<"l'S i11 Par! II.
!. ~oil" that t11t1 ,cilt·" om llll'.l"ttria;: 11bilf(l' and 1111· o!hn m1·:b11ri11g wilii11.~11c.1s. :1p1war tu thl' ri"IH of 1dwn· ~ou
11 ro!t· t·:!l"h ohi<'rtill'
t !bit· l':tdt oht1'1"!i1t· 1111• lu'<· t h11 "'II im!1•pt·110.!.·11;h o!l thl' 1110 'Cl ks h1 rirdin~ a 1rnmlwr or tia· dot ( •) on dlhl'r ~ilk
of t:ll' nundlt'r.
Obtccti', ~ or

A Grccll
OeJI

Respon:;lbility{ T~i:s P'"'Jn is l\3LE: has
th~ nc..:e~~<Jry lo.nowt~d-.;c

andsk1ll

.

...

4

•

•

Quite
a ~·t

1-.c--1·--------t----

.

3

•

Some

2

•

lltue

1

•

·t~~;- r.~-1~~~ITY1------1-----1---1

-------------------------------------------(In

This pcrso'l ''WILLING.
ha~ the MCC~5J"'f
con!1<:'cnccanC1mo1>vat:on

Usually
4

•

~ ·-

-1 --

•

Onen
3

Ocu"on

•

2

Seldom

•

1

•

f ··· -- 1---··-t-----·-i ·----i-----1--r
PSYCHOLOGICAL r.u.TUAtTY

r.

.:.,

Oilj'!lc!ivc or

_

Re!'r•on~1::i'litvt
"

'

'

Th1sp.;rson1SABLE ha$
the 'le<:~s....,ry knowledge
andsklil.. ..............

AG1ut

O••:e

Oeal

1911

ldtle

Some

4
•
3
•
2
•
1
•
i - - 1 - ·---1---1----- 1 · - - t - - - r - - 1 - - 1

•

-------------------------------------------JOO l.tATURITY

This person Is WtLLl!IG.
h.'5 the ooccss~ry

cont1dence :ind mowaroon.

I'\

.:J

Q;,j;icli':~

Usually

•

t"""'

or

Rcs.,On<'ibi:i!"f
Th•S pa~ IS ABLE. has
/
"
'
111c neccuary ~"°"'edge
andsk1U..

..... ... ...

4
,
AGreat

•

Dul

I""""

4

I

On
Occasion

Often

•
3
•
2
1----t---1---i

Seldom

•

PSYCllOLOGICAL MATURITY

1

•

-r---i

Quite
I 811

Som~
Lin!(
3
•
2
•
1
•
i--r--t---1·---t---t-r-1

•

-------------------------------------------Joe MATURITY

Usually

This person is WILLING;

hastnencc~ss"ry

cor.f1~onceandrr.otovatoon.

Objec:i\'C or

.

{.. Responeibility (

t

4

•

3

i-.:--1---;---1-

•

I

.. 2

Seldom

•

I

PSYCHOLOGICAL l.IATUAITY

.

Th•Sllarson13AOLE:llas
L"la MCCCS$olli"f knt-wledge

~

'

•

On
Occa51on

Often

•

andsklll.................

I oar

T111s person rs WILLING;
hasth.. neccsur;
confielence an~ 1n01t•at>0n.

•

This pe<9cn IS ASLE. has
!ho necessary knowledge
and skill.................

•

AGreat
Deat

4

I

. •

I

Ouite
a Bit

3

I

•

Some

2

I

•

I

1

•

t-·-i

li!Ue

1

•
-D-J

------------------------~~~~~RE!-----------•
On

,..
Objective or
.:; Re .. ~onslb'lityf
~,,

'

Oc~•ion

Often

•

3

•

2

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Deat

4

Seldcm

•

~:ATURITY

1

•

t---1

Ou1te

•

1 llit

3

•

Some

2

•

Little

1

•

t----,
,
t - t - - - t - - -___________
-t---r-----J _
_________________________

confiden.:11 and mc!IYatiOn

,..

4

AGreat

Thts person IS YllLLltlG;
has the ner..cssary

\;>

Usuany

t"'-i--,---i--t----t---t

J2~.~~~'!!:1!°"

Usua:ly

and 1k1I.................

Ocasion

SeMom

PSYCHOLOGICAL foiATURITY

Obiectivc or

J1csp~O!:ibilllyf 1toenecu
ihos PUS<'<! r; ADLE. l>.~s
..ir1kriowlcC19c

Onen

4
•
3
•
2
•
r---;---1---1---1---J---1

•

AGreat
•

t-

. Otal
. __4___ •_.

t

Oune
a Bit

S~me

1
•

•
-i

llttle

3 ____ • ___ 2___ • ____1
•
1
I
I
i---t

t ---f

-------------------------------------------This pcrr.on i!< \'llLLlNG:
n..1!iU,cnctt'~t.uy

conM,•ncr""'"Jmr.t""'t1on.

Usu3ry

0.1

0!1rn

4
•
3
1-4 .. · f· ·• ·--1 -- · - I

•

JOD MATURITY

Oc'3<ton

•

2

... ·-·I·--- - i

Seldom .

•

1

•

---1----· 1---i

PSYCllOLOGICAL MATURITY

l'art Ill -

lnk~r;tlion of~;i}k

an<l M:llurity

Ft>r L\ith nhwrtiw ~"11 halt' lw"'' :1n.d~1i1!'.: in l':art I and l'.;n II 1011 11iil fi11d :1 Sit11;1ti1111.1! l.,·adn»hip \!1•d.-I ia !'an Ill. 111
c11mhi:ii:1;: :our d .. u from l':art I :1:1d l':tr! 11 u:-t• tht· 1111111IH'n·d fi;.:1m· i11 l':trt Ill th.II r11rre~p11111f, to th" m1111h1·n·il ohwrtin·
;md do tlir f11ll1.-,1i11~
I. Trnn,ft·r thl' 1b1;.:!l:t1i1111.' fn•m 11:1r1 I for pri111:1r: ,11!1· (I') :111d ,1·ro1ul:tr: 't;h· i:\l. if ,dl'ctl'tl. and t•1111·r thl'm i11 th~·
appr11priat1· '111\t'' i11 thl· Situ:11i1111:1! l.t·:ull'r,hip \1odd, llt"l1,\\. lhl' st;h· 1lt-script"r numlwrs corrl·,poml 111 tht· silll'
numlll'rs 011 thl' il-ad1·1-,hip motld :1' foll<l\\s:
lks.-:riptnr (I) =~I - ldli11g
lkscriptor Ul = Sj - l'artiri11a1ing
lkscriptor I.?) = S! - ~:dling
lksniptnr ( 1) =Si - lkll'pting
2. l\ow lr.111sfl·r thl' m:nurity r:tti11;.:s you m:uk for t•ad1 ohjl'rlin: in 1';1rt II :rnd rl'rirdt· tht·m hdnw tht• appropriatd;
numhl'ml Situ:uional l.l\l<ltrship '.\!odd iu l':trt Ill.
3. Draw a lint• cn11111·cti11g your :1hility :ind \1 illingnt'!is r:uings in t•ach of 1lw Shu:uinnal Lt·:ukrship '.\lodl'ls 10 show till'
r:tnge of m:uurity for t•Jd1 11lljl'c1iw.
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Part I\' - Maturity Strlc :.iatch :.1atrix
Jo ordL·r to dl'll'rminc. b;i.~l·d 011 your r:uini:s. the most :ipprnpri:llt' k:tdt'rship st~lc th:tt your m:111:1gcr should use with P'U
for each ohj.-cti\'c. u>•: thl' :'lla:urity St;h: :.hnch matrix as fo1llows:
l- For Ohjcctiw I locate on the m:ilri-: tile :ihilii;· score m1 1hc h:1rizontal axis and ihl' wi:lin:::1u'S$ scort' on the wrtical axis.
2. Dr:iw an im:1i::in:1ry line into tht' m:itrix from the ability and wi!lin~nl·~s scorC'!i. The box ,1hcrc those twu lines would
meet indic:ncs the :1pprupri:1tL' s:ylc or ~t~lt:s your nun:i~L·r ~hou!d Ill' u~ini: 11iih you in tmu~ ofth:u ~rcciUc obj•·nin~.
In the matri.-:. T = Tdlin~. s =Si:llin;:. P = Particip;uia~ :md D == lkll·,::11iag.
3. rut :I chl'l."k nwk flr m:trk.~ in ttw ~t;le qu;tdr.1111 or (jUadr:mts in Situ;Uion:il Lcadcr~hip ~!odd I in Part lll whidt
Is identified hy the m;uri~ as the appropriate sl}lc(s)
)'llur mana;:cr ~hou!d be usin;: fur Objecth·e I.
MATURiTV SC.'\LE MATCH
4. Rtpe-Jt this prncl'dure Cur till' n·maining ohjectil'l'l'.
fM,TRlX
-Compare the check mark or m:1rks )!L'llL'l"Jtcd from the
p
p
SP
• D 0
s s
d:ita matrix with thl' prim:uy :md second:1ry s1ylc
desi;:n:uinns th:it you m:llll· r;ulii:r for 1·:1d1 nhkctiw.
I
p
D
D
D
PD
SP S
s s I
lhis comparison gh·L-s you sonw insi;:ht into wlll'lht·r
I
,-our 111:111:1i:,·r is u~in;: "01-rr lL·adl·r~hip:· ··mllkr b1d• D D PO ? p SP s s s j'
rr.;hlp" or :1 "hii.:h pwb:1hili1y Sl)ll' ma:ch."
p
p
s 7S
PO PO p
S? s
- "Ql'er k:ukrs!lip" is where you kt\'l' hi;:h k•wls of
m:uurity but ~our nun:i;:cr i.~ usin;: tclli:1~ and sl:iling
p
p
p
p
SP
s s TS j rs j
5'}ics to a r.r,·:lll'r d,~rcl' than rWCl"S.<;t~. ''l"nlll·r lc:;idI
crshi)I" L~ 11hcrl' you h:tl'c low k-.cl~ ·i1f m:itnrit~ hut
p
SP SP SP s
s s TS T
your m:inl~t·r i~ ll'ill)! particip:ai11~ :md dclc;".::ting
si;k-s more lh:m is approprfatl'. ;\ ··high proh.1hilfly
• SP SP s s s s TS T T
~tyle m:itcl1" wou!1J !:c whl'll thl· ~1)!1-ls} of your 111:111s s s TS TS TS T T T
:l)!l'f tends tn corr;.-:;pond with th,• m.nuri~ ll·wls lksi~
natt'll.
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Principal's Name:

~~~~~~~~~~~

Teacher Interview

1.

How many total years have you been teaching?

2.

How many years have you worked with this principal?

3.

Consider the following types of leadership styles such as a
principal might exhibit with a faculty: 1) Telling, 2) Selling,
3) Participating, and 4) Delegating.
(a) On a regular basis, which style or styles do not think your
principal uses most often?
(b)

4.

Which do you think is used least often?

Consider the four styles again--Telling, Selling, Participating,
and Delegating. On a rating scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being t~e
highest, how would you rate your principal in being effective in
each style in a normal situation?
(a)

Telling
~~~~~~~~~-

(b)

Selling

(c)

Participating

·~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~

(d)

Delegating
~~~~~~~~

5.

Have you noticed (1) no change, (2) some change, or (3)
considerable change in your principal's choice of leadership
styles during the past three years?

6.

Are you aware of whether or not your principal has been
rec~iving any leadership training or study?

7.

Comments:
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Principals LEAD Interview
Name:
---------------~
School:

Situation
1.

Your subordinates are not responding
lately to your friendly conversation
and obvious concern for their welfare.
Their performance is declining
rapidly.
Your choice was

2.

The observable performance of your
group is increasing. You have been
making sure that all members were
aware of their responsibilities and
expected standards of performance.
Your choice was

3.

Members of your group are unable to
solve a problem themselves. You
have normally left them alone.
Group performance and interpersonal
relations have been good.
Your choice was

4.

You are considering a change. Your
subordinates have a fine record of
accomplishment. They respect the
need for change.
Your choice was

Date:

-------
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5.

The performance of your group has
been dropping during the last few
months. Members have been unconcerned with me~ting objectives.
Redefining roles and responsibilities has helped in the past.
They have continually needed
reminding to have their tasks
done on time.
Your choice was

6.

You stepped into an efficiently
run organization. The previous
administrator tightly controlled
the situation. You want to maintain a productive situation, but
would like to begin humanizing
the environment.
Your choice was

7.

You are considering changing to a
structure that will be new to your
group. Members of the group have
made suggestions about needed change.
The group has been productive and
demonstrated the ability in its
operations.
Your choice was

8.

Group performance and interpersonal
relations are good. You feel somewhat unsure about your lack of
direction of the group.
Your choice was
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9.

Your superior has appointed you to
head a task force that is far
overdue in making requested recommendations for change. The group
is not clear on its goals.
Attendance of sessions has been poor.
Their meetings have turned into social
gatherings. Potentially they have
the talent necessary to help.
Your choice was

10.

Your subordinates, usually able to take
responsibility, are not responding to
your recent redefining of standards.
Your choice was

11.

You have been promoted to a new
position. The previous supervisor
was uninvolved in the affairs of the
group. The group has adequately
handled its tasks and direction.
Group interrelations are good.
Your choice was

12.

Recent information indicates some
internal difficulties among subordinates. The group has a
remarkable record of accomplishment.
Members have effectively maintained
long-range goals. They have worked
in harmony for the past year. All
are well qualified for the task.
Your choice was
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